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Phase Two Of Depot Move Completed

The 70-foot-long second section of the old I. & N Railroad depot was moved Friday afternoon. The two-mile journey from Railroad Avenue to the Murray-Calloway County Park took only two hours. The moving of the first section, measuring 60 feet, on Aug. 24 stretched into a seven-hour journey because of difficulties encountered with
low telephone lines at Fourth and Chestnut Streets. In the left picture, the depot rests over a bridge on industrial
Road while workers with M. C. Ruggles House Moving Contractors adjust the dollies under the structure. At right,

Gary Hohman, parks director, looks at the railroad side of the building after its arrival at the park Muddy ground
prevented workers from placing the second section in line with the first at the north end of the park near the swimming pool. The 45-foot-long third section is scheduled to be moved next week The structure will house a park office, headquarters for the Community Theatre, and an indoor area for theatre productions.
Staff Photos By Debbie K4 Lee
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New Court Hearing Slated

Candy Company, Officials, Reach
Accord On Corrective Procedures
A Calloway County Circuit Court
hearing concerning whether or not an
estimated $40,003 to $60,000 worth of
food manufactured by the Kentucky
Products, Inc., is fit for human consumption will be held at 1 p.m. Monday,
Sept. 24.
The decision was given Friday by
Judge James M. Lassiter during a
hearing concerning the restraining
order currently in effect against all
operations of the Alrno company and its
owner, Floyd Nixon.
The new hearing is to determine the
fate of the food processed in the factory
under the alleged conditions that

remitted in the restraining order.
Currently, Dr. James Stuart,
microbiologist at Murray State
University, and inspectors from the
state department have conducted their
owned separate and different) tests on
rand= samples of candy.
According to Stuart, the candy is fit
for human consumption. However,
state officials stated they felt the food is
contaminated
Amounts of foreign matters were
found by Stuart and the state inspectors
in some candy. The disagreement lies
in what amount of foreign matter in
food results in contamination.

641 N.'On Schedule'

12th St. Project
Scheduled For
Fall 1982 Finish
The four-laning of U. S. 641 (12th
Street) through Murray is expected to
be open to traffic by the late fall of 1962
according to a letter received by
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller from district highway
engineer Robert W. Hodges.
Appraisals of rights-of-way to be
purchased for the widening project —
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sunny and mild
Sunny and mild today. Highs in
the low to mid 70s. Clear and cool
tonight. Lows in the low 50s.
Continued sunny and mild
Saturday. Highs in the low to mid
70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Sunday through Tuesday:
Sunny mild days and fair cool
nights.

which will connect the present four-lane
sections on the north and south sides of
the city — are now underway.
Hodges said in the letter that 131
parcels of property are affected by the
improvement project and that appraisals have been completed on 76 of
the parcels.
It was estimated at a public hearing
on the project held in March of 1978 that
two years would be necessary for the
purchase of rights-of-way and
relocation of residents. It was also
estimated at that time that relocation of
utilities along the route would take
approximately one year.
Hodges has estimated that contracts
on the construction phase of the project
would be let after completion of the
rights-of-way purchase, relocation of
displaced residents and relocation of
utilties. That date should fall around
March of 1981, Hodges said in the letter.
"It is my opinion that this project
would take two construction seasons to
complete," Hodges said in the letter to
Miller. "Therefore, it would probably
be open to traffic by late fall of 1982."
The project will begin at the present
four-lane section of S. 12th Street that
ends at Sycamore and will connect with
the four-lane section of North 12th
Street that ends at Utterback Road.
The four-laning of U. S. 641 North to a
point just south of Benton is currently
progressing. The paving contract for
that project has been awarded and
highway department officials have
estimated that the contractor will
complete the project sometime late
next year

According to Jones, there are no state
regulations concerning contamination
of candy. However, he added that
Stuart said he would do some research
to find figures on federal candy
regulations.
The restraining order was issued
Sept.4 by Lassiter which was the result
of a complaint filed Aug. 29 by the
Department of Human Resources.
The Complaint was entered by
Marvin R. O'Koon, general counsel,
and signed for him by Terry L.
Morrison, attorney for the Department
of Human Resources.
The complaint alleges that that the
candy company, formerly the Almo
school, has "consistently and
repeatedly conducted (its) business in a
manner which is in violation of the
Kentucky Food,Drug and Cosmetic Act
and has on numerous occasions
produced, prepared, packed or held
food under unsanitary conditions.
whereby it may have become contaminated..."
The legal action is the result of an
inspection of the Almo company made

MSU Will Host
Cheerleader Day
High school varsity cheerleaders
from five states will be at Murray State
University on Saturday, Sept. 22, for a
Cheerleader Recognition Day that will
include a free cheerleader clinic and
participation in halftime activities at a
Racer football game.
Professional instructors from the
Universal Cheerleader Association in
Memphis will conduct the clinic from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sessions will
include a cheer workshop, sideline and
tumbling classes, pompon routines, and
an evaluation of cheers.
Cindy Sexton, admissions counselor,
and Linda Hoak, cheerleader sponsor
at Murray State, said 352 cheerleader
squads have been invited to the campus
from throughout Kentucky and from
areas adjacent to West Kentucky in
Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, and
Indiana.
"We think this clinic is a great opportunity for cheerleaders to catch up
on the latest routines and stunts," they
said. "Murray State plans to make its
high school Cheerleader Recognition
Day an annual event."
The cheerleaders will be recognized
as guests of Murray State and will be
involved that evening in halftime activities of the Racers' opening Ohio
Valley Conference football game of the
season with Tennessee Tech in Roy
Stewart Stadium. Gametirne is 7:30
p.m.
Anyone interested in more information
Cheerleader
about
Recognition Day may call Cindy Sexton
at (502) 762-2396.

by James Adams, state inspector.
According to Nixon, Adams sited 24
offenses against the candy company
during a recent inspection. But, he
added most of the violations were so
minor, they were corrected before
Adams left the building.
In a 3'02 hour meeting prior to the
Friday's hearing before Lassiter,
Nixon, Jones and several officials from
the Department of Human Resources
met and resolved the remaining
violations of the restraining order.
Jones said he is working on an
agreement with a state official to
present to Lassiter for his approval.
The agreement is to show that certain
conditions in the candy company have
been approved by state authorities and
that the company may resume
business.
Factors in question, according to
Nixon, include scaling paint on walls of
areas where ingredients are stored,
exterior door cracks that might allow
vermin to enter the building, high
weeds along the rear of the building and
cleanliness of shop area (located next
to the kitchen).
Nixon said he has set Wednesday,
Sept. 19, as the target day when the
above factors will be fixed. According
to, Jones, John Drapier, supervisor of
Adams in the Department of Human
Resources, will be contacted and an
inspection of the factory will be made.
When the changes are satisfactorily
met with the state official, the candy
company will be allowed to resume its
operations, Jones indicated.

SORTING IT OUT — Luana Colson of Murray sorts through the
several
boxes of mail that enter the Murray State University Post
Office daily
where she is a student worker. More than 80 percent of the
students attending Murray State University this fall receive some sort
of financial
assistance. The University Post Office employs 15 students.
Colson is a
sophomore pre-pharmacy major at Murray State. She is the daughter
of Mr.
and Mrs. Odell Colson.

General Motors And UAW Reach
Tentative Agreement On Contract
DETROIT (AP) — General Motors
Corp. says it tried to give the nation a
small "shot of confidence" by agreeing
to a new contract with the United Auto
Workers union without a strike.
The two sides, meeting in a marathon
bargaining session that began at 6 p.m.
Thursday, announced tentative
agreement on a new pact less than
three hours before the Friday midnight
strike deadline.
If ratified, it would be the first time in
15 years there has been no strike
against the union's target company in
national negotiations.
The agreement provides large
pension increases, the make-or-break
issue since talks began July 16.
Autoworker pensions have been fixed
by contract. The new agreement is the
first to provide increases in the life of a
contract.
No immediate average increase was
available, but two examples worked out
to annual increases of 8.5 percent and
9.3 percent.

Other details were withheld but it
appeared the union had to accept the
traditional wage formula that it wanted
to improve. The UAW won more paid
time off and,one report said, automatic
recognition in new plants.
Noting a "general malaise and
tremendous consciousness of inflation," GM Vice President George B.
Morris Jr., the company's chief
negotiator, said,"The country needed a
shot of confidence."
"I don't know if this is of that
magnitude," he said, "but in our own
little way it should serve to encourage
people, despite all the predictions by
people who didn't know anything about
the situation, that there would be a
strike and it would be of predictable
duration."
The agreement will serve as a pattern for Ford Motor Co. and union officials said they foresaw no problems
there. Normally, it also would guide a
Chrysler Corp. settlement, but this year

financially foundering Chrysler may
get concessions.
The Big Three companies employ
780,000 UAW members, 460,000 at GM.
The contract will be reviewed by the
UAW GM Council — officers of the 151
GM locals — in Detroit on Tuesday,
when more details will be available.
Local ratification begins after next
Saturday.
No price tag on the total settlement
was available, but Morris said, "We
can live with it."
UAW President Douglas A. Fraser
said,"We feel we have kept faith with
the retirees of the UAW."
An autoworker retiring next month,
who under the old contract would have
gotten $700 a month before Social
Security began, now will get $800 a
month if the contract - is ratified.
Increases in the three years of the
contract will bring his pension to $915 a
month, for an average 9.3 percent per
year.
0
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Variations in height

k
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER 16, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The work load could make
you a bit inhibited. It may be
hard to unwind. However, a
flash of insight re work may

gr

occur.

n

412
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Lawrence E. Lamb M D.

lull Yertical expansion
I in
DEAR Dli LAMB
malt. and I it :) because they n. not subject to
29-ycai
I jog three to tour body weight I should point
it'lq 6
miles a eik }Or 20 minutes out to you that simple stand
each time usually on a dirt or mg will compress these little
grass surface Is there any pillows due to the body weight
possibility that continued factor alone even without
jogging through the years will jogging
cause some kind it settling tir
Since you are a jogger you
compaction ii my spine or
as well learn now about
might
become
to
nit'
back causing
and sane way to jog
safe
the
by
only
even
even shorter, if
future risks I am
avoid
to
one inch"
The Health Letter
you
sending
I know it will cause my
number 13-4. A Perspective
muscles to shorten in my legs
Jogging Deaths. Others
but 1 don t think that would On want this issue can send
actually make me shorter who
in check or coin with
Also is there absolutely any 75 cents
long. stamped. selfway, either through Fiods or a
that I i'huld increase addressed envelope tor it
Send your request to me-th
my height" I've read ads in care
of this newspaper. P
magazines saying there is
You Box 1551 Radio City Station.
DEAR READER
- New York, NY 10019
may be surprised to know that
most normal people vary in
I wish there were some way
height at different times of that you could increase your
the day A person is usually height at this age but there
tallest in the morning when he isn't. short of having bone
first gets up and shortest at grafts to extend the length of
the end of the evening before your thighbones.
he goes to bed The reason is
Incidentally, jogging will
related to the little pillow-like
structures between the verte- not shorten your leg muscles.
In fact, well-done stretch
brae
The are filled with fluid exercises, which should
and semi-solid material In accompany jogging, tend to
the normal course of walking cause your leg muscles to be
through the day. these little more supple rather than
pillows become moderately contract
compressed so a person's
A normal person's skeletal
height may vary from one- growth stops at least by the
half to an inch as 4 result of early 20s and usually sooner.
this process
Bone growth stops when the
Your jogging is not going to growth zone in the long bones
cause any structural Cha9geb'in the legs calcify completely.
in your back and its not going Up to that point in time, there
to make any major difference is a zone of cartillage that
in your height Certainly the continues to grow causing the
vertebrae themselves will not increase in height.
be decreased in size.
At the onset of the manned
space program. I was amused
by some of the astronaut candidates who were just barely
too tall to fit in our early
space vehicles. A couple of
A new exercise program for
these potential astronauts the Welcome Wagon Club
went out and walked and rah members will start Monday,
all day and asked to be meaa.m. at the
sured again at the end of the Sept. 17, at 9:30
day to see if they could then First Christen Church.
fit into the space couch for the
Pam Scott will be the
launch vehicle.
of the program, and
director
When you're lying down at
night. the little pillows for information persons may
between the spine regain their call 753-5793.

TAURUS
+4‘- ‘'
( Apr. 20 to May 201
Not the best time for inviting others over. Look for
new activities to share with
loved ones. Listen to mate re
children's interests.
GEMINI
fr
May 21 to June 20) 42
Don't let others get on your
nerves. If uncertain, refrain
from important decisions.
Changing home decor may
improve efficiency.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)SOO
The suspicious attitude of a
you
makes
co-worker
somewhat cautious.'Creative
activity will alleviate mental
doldrums or depression.v
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may be confused about
where you stand re romance.
An unusual suggestion of a
family member concerning
finances is worth consideration.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 )
Inhibitions are possible now.
Forget work load and brighten
mental outlook with new interests. Experiment and investigate.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Rumors and gossip abound.
You may grow tired of the
social scene and withdraw.
Use privacy to find new
sources of strength within
yourself.
SCORPIO
,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 rit
Trust your own judgment re
career ventures. The skeptical
or disinterested attitude of
friends needn't deter you in
progressive thought.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Don't let materialistic
concerns keep you, from enjoying idealistic pursuits.
Meditation may lead to a new
career inspiration.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
New friends will broaden
your perspective on life. Be
receptive to a new approach
on matters of travel,
education, and publishing.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
with
Preoccupation
business matters may make
you dull company. Excuse
yourself, and then come up
with new ideas re career
progress.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X You may be tired of the
same old routine. Why not
make plans for an exciting
holiday with someone you
care about. Do something
new:
YOU BORN TODAY are
drawn to the arts and sciences
and can succeed in both.
Charismatic, you'd make a
good leader for a cause. You
have an special gift for
teaching and can succed in
any mental pursuit. Writing,
music, painting, religion, and
architecture are some of the
fields in which you'd excel.
the
to
inclined
More
professions than business,
you'd nevertheless succeed at
banking.

(

Community Calendar Events

HEALTH

Your Individual
Horoscope

Exercise Program
Will Start Monday

•••••••••11••••••••1111711

Tuesday, Sept. 18
Tuesday,Sept. 18
Monday,Sept. 17
Ellis Center will be open
Monday,Sept. 17
Saturday,Sept. 15
of
Music Department, Murray from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m for
Society
Humane
MSU Women's Society will
Square and round dancing
Club, will meet at activities by the
an
Woman's
have
will
County
Calloway
Murra,s
will be held at the Woodmen of have its annual potluck salad open meeting at 7 p.m. at the 7:30 p.m. at the'club house.
at
Gym
Beshear
at
Senior Citizens.
supper
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m. All women faculty Calloway Public Library. Dr.
Recital of chamber music
Murray TOPS take off will be at 8:15
-and faculty wives Mark Singer will be speaker.
p.m. in Farrel
Chapter M, PEO Sisterhood and staff
will
Club
sensibly)
pounds
are urged to attend.
Recital
Hall,
Fine Arts
will meet for lunch at 12 noon
of
Need Line Board
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health Center,
Murray
State
at the Triangle Restaurant
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Directors will meet at Center.
University,
with first fall meeting to Kappa will meet at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's at 12 noon. Members
follow
the Boston Tea Party.
note change of place.
New Exercise Program for
Rangers
for
Skating Party
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
the Welcome Wagon Club will
p.m. a Carman Pavillion, and Rangerettes of the start at 9:30 a.m. at the First
College Farm Road. This is a Woodmen of the world will be Christian Church. For insupport group for families and held at Murray Skateland formation persons may call
friends of alcoholics. F'or from 5:50 to 7:50 p.m.
753-5793.
information call 437-4229.
Hazel Senior Citizens' acBluegrass State CB Club tivities will be held at the
Pennyrile Tours' annual will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center
potluck will be held at Triangle Restaurant.
starting at 10 a.m.
Christian County High School,
Tuesday,Sept. 18
Murray Chapter of National
Hopkinsville, with social hour
Lydian Sunday School
at 5:30 and dinner at 6:30 p.m. Secretaries Association will
All Pennyrile riders and meet at 7 p.m. at the North Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at 6:45 p.m. at the
persons interested in travel Branch of Peoples Bank.
hall of the church.
fellowship
pictures, slides, and tours are
Theta Department, Murray
invited.
Members of the Lydian
Woman's Club, will have a
DE: R A RBI. I am a salesperson selling Women's wear in
Class of Sinking Spring
at
p.m.
6:30
at
supper
salad
a large department store. We make the minimum wage and
Golden Age Club members
Baptist Church will meet at
no commission. We take great pains to be polite and helpft4
are invited to a potluck at the the club house.
the Sirloin Stockade at 6:30
of how rude or inconsiderate the customer is. In
regardless
WOW Hall at 3 p.m. Each one
sure thousands of salespeople encounter the same problems
Homemakers Club p.m.
Penny
is to bring a vegetable, salad,
that I face daily. As A favor to all of us. will you please prim
will meet at the home of
Martin's Chapel United
or dessert.
this:
Maudena Butterworth at 1 .30
Methodist Church Women are
p.m.
Murray State University
HOW TO MAKE A SALESPERSON'S DAY
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Thoroughbreds will open their
If you are approached by a salesperson who offers to help
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
Willing Workers Class of
home football season with a
you, ignore her.
p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
7:30
at
meet
will
M.
A.
game with Southeastern
Ask it you may take more than the permitted number ot
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Louisiana of Hammond at 7:30 the lodge hall.
garments into the fitting room.
at
p.m.
Jerry
7:30
Windsor
p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium.
Parents Anonymous will
If you are refused, sneak in with an armload and le-aye the
at
For
meet
7:15
inp.m.
•
on the floor. •
rejects
Medical College Admissions
Murray Assembly No. 19
If your makeup soils a garment, don't tell the clerk so she
Test will be given beginning at formation call 759-4875 or 759- Order of the Rainbow for Girls
can have it cleaned.
8 a.m. in Room 101, Ordway 1792.
will meet at 7 p.m,at the lodge
Let your children pull oft price tags an -chew on your fit
Hall, Murray State Univer,
ting room numbl.r.
sity.
Singles Unlimited will meet
If you normally take a 14, try to squeeze into a 12. What
Sunday,Sept:116
at the social hall of the First
Dexter Senior Citizens are
do you care if you split the seams? Its not yours.)
Medical College Admissions United Methodist Church at scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
Should you accidentally break a zipper or pull a button off,
test will be given starting at 8 7:30 p.m.
keep quiet. Let the next person who tries it on mention it.
the Dexter Center.
a.m. in Room 101, Ordway
If there's a NO SMOKING sign in the fitting room, light
Divorce Support Group,
Hall, Murray State Univerup-anyway, and say you didn't see the sign.
"First-Nighter" of Outdoor
sponsored by Counseling and
sity.
If the salesperson is suffice.ntly conscientious to carefully
Recreation Explorer Program
Testing Center, Murray State
compare your:signature to tile one On your charge plate. act
and
for
their
youth
interested
Four Wheel Drive Drag University, will meet at
insulted.
will be held at 7 p.m.
Race will be held at 1 p.m. at Ordway Hall. For information parents
If you return anything, throw away' all the tags and
in
the
Racer
Room,
Stewart
the Murray-Calloway Jaycee call 762-6851.
receipt, and demand a cash refund!
State
Murray
Stadium,
HAD IT IN BUFFALO
Fairgrounds.
Betty Sledd Baptist Young University.
a baby is a private at
nursing
that
believe
Homecoming will be held at
I
ABBY:
DEAR
Women of First Baptist
the Spring Creek Baptist
Hazel Senior Citizens will
fair. If a nursing mother wants to return to her job. she
Church will meet with Mrs. have activities at the Hazel
Church.
should pump her breasts and put the milk into sterile bottles
Ron Wright at 9 a.m.
and place them in the refrigerator for the proper dispensa
Community Center starting at
Legion
American
tion by the sitter. What do you think?
10 a.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Auxiliary's District I will be
ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW
Merr's Prayer Breakfast will-held at 11 a.m. at the Legion 7.30 p.m. at the Health enter.
DEAR POINT: Tithe mother ran tinre-tifc chttd-brought Hall of Murray Post 73, South North Seventh and Olive be at 7 a.m. at the First United
TO her (or nursing at her own expense) and forego her cofStreets,
Sixth and Maple Street.
Methodist Church.
fee break for her baby's milk break. I'd go along with it. But
demanding that employers provide a special set-up for ouri11111.11111- Wir
ing.mothers would be•costly accommodation for which,the
111111111MIN -IN
consumee for taxpayerl would•have to pay, and I'm 4:4:Toiled'
11' , IV°
AllIk111111111111
to it.
1111NINIMAIN •
DEAR AliftY:' My parents were hitters..They never ad
41111111111111111181
twiny beat us yiciously, hut Were quick to reach out and slAP
sowomaillellAAIA INN
n
- IIIIIIIIMRK
?i
when angered, whetherpurnshment was warranted or not.
Anger was expressed verbally in our household, too; not ra
" 1111.14
but loudly and often cruelly.
tionally.
V RIM
d
‘
My problem is that I grew op learning this kind of
, a 0.
wail
- ttoti
behavior and I can't seem to control myself. My husband.
•. -_,...
who is fairly even tempered. is horrified when I reach out
and slap his face during an argument. The rest of the time
we have an excellent relationship.'
I also cant control my tongue and often say things in the
heat of anger I'm later ashamed of.
We're not sure yet if we want children, but I know I'd bet
ter clean up my act if we ever have them. Can you tell me
how to break these terrible habits?
ASHAMED
DEAR ASHAMED: Habits are learned_ behavior. And
what has been learned can be unlearned. When you feel
yourself becoming angry -and BEFORE you lose control -leave the room and cool off.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SWINGING IN THE TOWERS":
Your suggested 11th commandment. "Thou shalt not get
caught," is very catchy, but if you obey the first 10. you
won't need an 11th.

A Gentle Hint,
Tough Customer!

CLASSES' REUNION — The 1939 and 1940 graduating classes of Murray
High School met for their second reunion recently. Beginning with a tour of
Murray Middle School, they also toured the new Murray High School
before a program and banquet at Holiday Inn. Ray Treon, Jr., was master of
cermonies; Urbena Starks Koenen and Hal K. Kingins read the class
prophecies; Dr. Hugh Thomas McElrath and Herbert Lax, Jr., both sang
Gerry Hurt Dunn and Gretchel Hamrick Ross read class histories. Kathryn
Bomar Outland and Marjorie Shroat Dunn presented the last wills and
testaments. Hugh Thomas McElrath led the group in singing the school
song. Assistant Superintendent Eli Alexander spoke on "Murray High
School Since '39." Herbert Lax, Jr., sang the benediction. This is the second
reunion for this group. Marjorie Shroat Dunn and Clara Waldrop Hum-
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phrey prepared booklets with updated information about each graduate
from the two classes. Special guests for the occasion included: teachers
Mary Lassiter, lala Cain, Meadow Huie, Preston Ty Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Eli
Alexander, husbands and wifes of the graduates. Pictured first row from
left: Marjorie Shroat Dunn, Miss Meadow Huie, teacher, Nancy Whitnell
Milligan, lane Neiswanger Eckert, Clara Waldrop Humphrey, Mary
Margaret Futrell Moss, Kathryn Bomar Outland; second row: Clide Crider,
Burnett Keys Fancy, Herbert Lax, Jr., Dan Hutson, Jay Bland, Gerry Hurt
Dunn; third row, Dr. Lamar White, Urbena Starks Koenen, Gretchel Hamrick
Ross, Dr. Hugh Thomas McElrath, Ray Treon, Jr., Noble McDougal; fourth
row, Henrv Jones, Gillard Ross, G. W. Gardner, Clarence Hodges and Hal K.
Kingins.

Salad Supper Held Br Sigma Del)artment
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If you have
the time,
we have
the movies!
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vicethe Glenda Boone Memorial chairman; Jean Hurt,
The Sigma Department of
chairman; Dorris Cella,
$2,000.
contribute
to
and
Fund
the Murray Woman's Club
Poston.
to the Mental Health Center secretary; and Dean
opened its 1979-1980 year with
treasurer.
expenses
operating
the
toward
a salad supper at the club
Hostesses for the salad
house on Monday evening, of a bus,$300.00 to the Murraywere Penny Cappock,
supper
Calloway County Hospital,
Sept. 10, with 31 members in
Annette Alexander, Marilyn
the
to
Community
$61.00
and
attendance.
Barksdale, Mary Bartlett,
Theater.
A business session was held
Patricia Binford, Sharon
for
officers
Sigma
new
The
with Sue Spann presiding.
Brown,and Doris Cella
Various standing committee 19V-1,981L are: Sue Spann,
chairmen presented their*,
reports with special emphasis
the Glenda
on
Boone
Memorial Scholarship,, the
Calloway County Fair Queen
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BURT FURNITURE
contest, and the Charity Horse
Custom Built Furniture
Show.
Refinishing 8 Repairs
A discussion of possible
projects for the coming year
Solid Bross Hardware
Also
was conducted.
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets, or
The membership voted to
Give Your Old Cabinets o New Fore
use the proceeds from the
Without Tearing Them Out
money-making projects front
4012 oar
%limn
f
MO, 641 .
the previous year to complete

5 Extra Sessions
will be added to
your schedule if
you sign up between
September 10th and 22nd

anunrs

Tanning Salons
Hours: 10-7
Phone 753-3011
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Murray Business News Briefs
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Dividend Increases Keep Investors Happy

Tel
rts
Ste

of the market pressures that
are keeping Kentucky's
companies
publicly-held
mindful of the need to keep
investors happy, a need often
the
through
satisfied
dividends paid to those investors.
corporations
Nationally,
from
earnings had recovered
$50 billion in
the low levels experienced in paid out a record
year, about 14
last
dividends
dividends
keep
to
but
1978,
than in 1977,
competitive and the common percent higher
year. The
stock attractive to investors. the previous record
has been
dividends
in
increase
according
market,
In today's
rate
to LG&E president Robert L. far better than the recent
Royer, "a competitive return of inflation; since 1972, conis necessary to attract the sumer prices have gone up 60
• percent but dividends have
capital funds needed."
increased 100 percent. And the
n
illustratio
one
just
That's

At a meeting of the board of
directors last week, Louisville
Gas and Electric Company
increased the dividend paid to
shareholders of its common
stock by three percent. The
action wasn't taken because

,r
ant
pit.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. — Alan Raidt (far right) meets with John Green (left) and Bob
Herzbrun of BBD&O Advertising at a presentation dinner at the Universal Sheraton in
Hollywood. Raidt and Green worked together producing an advertising film for the
San Fernando Valley News, a Los Angeles daily newspaper. Raidt is the owner of
Sound Farm Studios and Intro Creative Advertising of Puryear, Tenn. Raidt and Green
are both graduates of Murray State University.
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Coast-To-Coast Plans Grand Opening
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Cutting a six-foot board next
Wedesday morning, Sept. 19,
signals the grand opening of
the new Coast-To-Coast store
in Murray's Central Shopping
Center.
Four pairs of hands will help
with the sawing — division
new business manager, Gary
Howard; district manager,
Bud Conklin; and new owners,
Marx and Nancy LeCompte.
For the LeComptes, the
opening ceremonies will mark
the end of two-months intensive work getting the store
ready and arranging some

Bigj.test factory
authorized sale
in KitchenAid
history.

10,000 items.
The store is divided into 11
each
departments,
specializing in a specific area
of home, farm, automotive
and recreational needs. The
departments include: a home
improvement section with
paint and wallpaper, plumbing and electrical supplies,
plus a wide selection of tools
for both professional and
handyman use. Automobile
tuneup parts and accessories,
as well as appearance items.
Sporting goods, fishing
tackle, archery, Browning
firearms and camping and
recreational supplies.
A sound corner, with hi-fi

Local potter Wayne Bates of
the Blood River Studio will be
demonstrating his skill and
displaying his art this Sunday,
16, a The
September
Panhandler in the Bel-Air

not
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Shopping Center from 1:005:00 p.m.
Bates, a native of Jackson,
Tenn., received his Master of
Fine Arts degree from the
University of Georgia. He then

$30offall KitchenAid

dishwashers.

KirchenAid o
closing out Lts
current dish.
washer line. and
participating
▪ dealers arc giving
SK` off all builtins. pottables, and dishwasher
sink combinations All have the
famous KitchenAid Muln-Level
Wash system that lets you loadas.you•like A self-cleaning
;mullein steel film with; Soft
Waste Disposer system that
eliminates pre-nnsing And big
capacity racks with an exclusice
ChinaGuard that protects
dishes from being chipped
Shop early while selecnot,
are good

IMPORT!
TWO GILLION QuARTS
i.,LINotA3H OVER
ARE

,EAR
CONSUMED EACH'
OF ICE CREAM
IN THE 1./.11, THE "IVIVENTIOH" OF TWIG
DELIGHT TOOK. PLACE IN THE ORIENT HUNDREDS
OF YEARS AGO IT WAS
MARCO 11:X0 c12.54-13:4`
WPC BROUGHT BACK THE
CIA MOM CHINA.

DO IT VOLASELP
;F 4.0u ANT ro GAVE
FOZ A coi-ESE ExCA
rION, AIME A CV"
PA'1,HENlr ON A NEI%
HONE-OR NAAE
arks,z OMAN COME

$30off all KitchenAid
compactors,too.
Biggest capacii,
sompastor in the
business Squeezes
a week's worth of
trash into one small
load Features an
exclusive Litter Bin'
door for quick throw
aways An exclione
activated charcoal filter that
eliminates odors. And an
exclusive Tilt•Awas basket that
can be used with or without bags
Big savings, too, on top model
KitchenAid disposers and
hot water dispensers
Don't wait!See your participating
KitchenAid dealer now.
Sale ends October
.wwillnawas
z./ l!1-1
41,inj
1

MI5
PAVROUSAvINGE RAN

avc•

140,̀5v

PavONECK
cog 7-NE PURCNAE.E
SONDE.
LIE. sAwmia
0
.
* $1
,
1447-44.141/ ORS

YE A cEA:-.'n•
•
VOLIVE GONE ayOu*SELF!
* * * **

sumo.

henAid.
Kitc
Because it's worth it.
.-- KA,"

DOGGONE!
1JAE DSTitiGuhE+IE.D F.17‘. ARDEP
ICE Caoss WAS
TO CkifP9 FOR "COURAGEOUS
ACTION IN SINGLEA4NDEDU4
ELIMINATING A DANGEROUS
MACHINE GUN NEST
WRING COMSAT ,lte
WORLP WAR IIIT WAG
LATER RESCINDED
aECAUCIE AWARDS
-0 ANIMALS rVERE
PROHIENTED aki'THE
WAR DEPARTMENT!

Trio Sioo 45)74 .—.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
to

NEW YORK (AP) —
Housing construction and
sales are expected to fall
sharply under the pressure of
record-high interest rates.
Although housing starts had
been expected to decline this
year from the boom levels of
credityears,
recent
tightening moves by the
Federal Reserve may squeeze
lenders and buyers more than
expected.
The prime interest rate rose
to a record 13 percent this
week, a percentage point
above its peak during the 197475 recession.
The prime rate, the lowest
rate banks charge their best
corporate customers, is only
indirectly linked to other loan
rates. But the tight money
market that forced banks to
raise the prime four times in a
month is also forcing up costs
for major mortgage lenders.
"The higher interest rates
and the prospect of further
increases will clearly put

taught for eight years at the
Pennsylvania College of Art,
Ceramics
the
chairing
Department for the last three
D
years. He was responsible for
the reactivation of the antique
acFactory and
Tile
companying museum in
Bucks County, Penn.
The Blood River Studio has
been in operation since
January.
Kay Bates, the potter's wife,
teaches voice at the university
and has performed extensively in the community.
They are the parents of two
daughters, Jennifer, 9, and
Catherine, 2.
Everyone's invited to stop
by The Panhandler and meet
one of Murray's newest
talents and become familiar
with his work.

pressure on the mortgage about 15 percent as
market," said Dennis Jacobe, sold off huge inventories of
housing economist for the U.S. 1979 models with discount and
Savings rebate programs.
of
League
— American Broadcasting
Associations.
But it's unclear whether the Cos. made a surprise $335
eventual result will be further million bid for MacMillan Inc.
increases in the mortgage Two weeks before, the toy
rate, now averaging about 11 company Mattel Inc. had
percent, or a reduction in the offered $329 million for the
amount of money available for book publisher.
— The price of gold conlending, Jacobe says.
In some states ceilings on tinued to climb and rearied
rates are already well below record levels of nearly $345 an
the market average for ounce on -Major European
mortgages, and funds have market's by the weekend,
dried up. Eveniin those that including a jump of almost $12
allow a floating rate indexed an ounce on Friday alone.
The price of gold has
to market costs, current levels
"clearly pose a problem," jumped more than $40 in less
than a month, which dealers
said Jacobe.
The result may be that say reflects speculation and
money won't be available for a concern about the Mideast oil
mortgage as the costs of ob- situation. Late last year, gold
taining funds outstrip rates a was selling for less than $195
an ounce. By mid-May gold
lender can charge.
had passed $250 and by early
and
savings
In addition,
loan institutions — the major August was nearing $300.
source of mortgage money —
have been seeing more funds
withdrawn than deposited in
recent months — as savers
and investors seek higher
interest 'rate payments in
other types of investments.
But the higher -costs lenders
must pay for funds represents
only half of the equation.
Econometric
Chase
Associates in a recent report
housing
the
suggested
downturn could prolong a
recession by aggravating
unemployment and slowing
demand for housing-related
purchases.
business
other
In
developments this past week:
— The nation's industrial
output fell 1.1 percent in
August — the first drop since
April — as production of autos
and household goods slumped,
the government reported.
Auto and van production fell

Auto
poli
. •cy .r
expiring

The district sales manager,
two associate sales managers
and four agents of the
Paducah District of Life and
Casualty Insurance Company
of Tennessee have been
honored for their outstanding
sales accomplishments and
service to policyowners
during the 1979 "President's
Trophy Ca mpaign."
District Sales Manager C.
D. Webb, Paducah; Associate
Sales Managers J. 0. Morse,
Central City; and W.K. Smith,
Murray; and Agents A. W
Merritt, Marion; J. E.
Gregory, Paducah; M. S.
Kellough, Paducah; and W. B.
Harris, Paducah; each
received individual trophy
cups in recognition of their
sales and service.

s

LOOK TO THE SHIELD

Ronnie Ross
and
Danny Ross

Available at
753-1713
210E
Math
Ph,
753-0489

ilIff
f
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BANK

Tom

You're in good hands.
Allstate Insurance Co. Northbrook

See Agents
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley
Mike Outland
The

Murray Insurance
Agency
753-4751
Bel-Air Center

Money is a standard of
value. For any economy to
advance byond the stage of
.)arter, there must be a
yardstick" so that the
value of all goods and services can be expressed and
understood by everyone

XT.

*Quaker Maid

For your
Life.Hoelth-Homo
Car•Ferm•Business

Allstate'

SerEveryone should underctand that our "Full
l partvice" bank is ready tv he your ':financia
ner."

URIIIIT

•Merillat

We've
Got
the Shield

You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare.

by Bill Boyd

PEOPLES

Let us help you Plan
& Design Your Kitchen

the purchase price. Kentucky
Central Life yields 2.7 percent
and Dollar General, 3 percent.
Only Ashland's 4.9 percent
yield approaches the national
average. Average yield of all
25 Kentucky stocks is about 4.7
percent, compared to the
national average of 5.36
percent.)
For high yields, the stars
are utility,common stocks an4
various preferred stock issues -that pay a fixed dividend rate
but fluctuate in price to give
varying yields.
Heading the Kentucky list in
these categories is Hiunana's
2.50 preferred stock, which at
a price of Mkt gives an 11.i
percent yield. Two preferred
issues from Kentucky Utilities
are yielding 10.3 and 10.2
percent. Also yielding above 9
percent are the common
stocks of LG&E, Western
Kentucky Gas and Kentucky
Utilities, and preferred issues
from LG&E and BrownForman Distillers.

GOOD
ECORD

Area
Insurance
Men
Honored

1(

million. And those 1977
dividends were a whopping 20
percent higher than 1976's
distribution of $153 million.
The trend is continuing in
1979, with dividend increases
— some of them substantial —
already announced for 23 of
the 25 Kentucky companies.
Humana, for instance, has in
effect raised its dividend 50
percent in two of the last three
years, twice by 3-for-2 stock
splits in which the number of
shares increased but the
dividend pershare stayed the
same. This year, increases in
the dividend rate are pointing
toward a total yield in
calendar 1979 of 68.75 cents a
share, up 83 percent from last
year's 37.5 cents.
Other substantial increases
in the indicated dividend include 43 percent for Kentucky
Central Life, 42 percent for
Ashland Oil, 35 percent for
Glenmore Distilleries and 30
percent for Dollar General.
As dramatic as these
dividend increases are,
however, none of these
companies are among the
really high-yielding Kentucky
issues. Humana, for instance,
still yields only 2.1 percent on

WE'VE
GorA

811/11t NOTES

Alan Raidt

The average yield of stocks
in Kentucky's 25 largest
publicly-held companies is
somewhat lower than the
national average, but the
dividends they pay are outpacing the overall national
rate.
year, Kentucky
Last
companies paid out more than
$212 million in dividends, 15
percent more than they did in
1977 when the payout was $185

s
Construction Slows As Prime Rate Rise
carmakers

Local Potter's Display At Panhandler

r ad

d of
and.
out
time

tuners, amplifiers and
speakers, plus radio and tv
sets.
Other departments will
handle bicycles, housewares,
gourmet needs and dinnerware. There'll even be a
clean sweep section with
vacuum cleaners and floor
care products.
The layout for the 12,400
store is based on the merchandising experience of
almost 1,200 other Coast-ToCoast stores around the
country.
To mark the grand opening,
the store will offer special
values and give-away prices
to early shoppers.

average yield of common
stocks, which only three years
ago was well under 4 percent,
was up to 5.36 percent in early
spring.

Member FDIC

YOU WON'T MISS HAVING
US AROUND ... WE DELIVER!
That's a fact! We've a whole crew
of very reliable delivery people
who'll weather any storm to see
that you get your newspaper.

Subscribe Today!
753-1916
the

Murray Ledger & Times
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Bible Thought
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Opinion Page

But see are sure that the tudgnsent
UI Cod is according to truth . . Romans 2:2
scrs Mang that Cod does is •It
urding to assolute truth His
judgmens
and
'slow, are based In His prf•
Iness
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Murray Ledger & Times

The Haunted House
A "ghost" hunt is going on in
the U.S. House of Representatives.
It started just before the
August recess when Rep.
Morgan R. Murphy, D-Ill.,
discovered that he was recorded as having voted six times
on July 30 when he was actually
in Chicago conducting hearings
for the House Select Committee
on Narcotics.
House rules require that
members cast their votes in
person. There's no provision for
absentee or proxy voting.
House Speaker "Tip" O'Neill
ordered an investigation into
how Murphy's "ghost" voting
could have happened.
Mechanically, it could have
happened easily enough. Since
1973, the 435 representatives
have cast their votes by inserting a coded card into voting
stations on the House floor. It's
all the same to the tallying
computer who inserts which
card.
The House Administration
Committee has just cleared the
computer of any malfunction.

The investigation now moves to
the House Ethics Committee,
which will try to determine
whether Murphy's own voting
card or a counterfeit was used.
In the meantime, Murphy,
who doesn't remember if he
had his card with him in
Chicago, says that other
congressmen have told him the
same thing has happened to
them.
To add to the mystery, a top
congressional aide told ScrippsHoward reporter Jim Herzog
that his boss ( not Murphy ) has
often given his card to
colleagues to vote for him.
Whether it's a matter of
congressmen lending their
voting cards to each other or
somebody counterfeiting the
cards - or both - it amounts to
potentially serious hankypanky in the august halls of
Congress. We trust that the investigators will get to the bottom of it. And stop it.
Imagine the mess if one of
Murphy's "ghost" votes had
been the margin for passage, or
defeat, of some crucial piece of
legislation.

Reasons For Public Notice
Advertising Sometimes Missed
There are at least nine reasons why
newspapers are in the traditional role
of purveyor of public notices. The
following reasons alone are overwhelming evidents in favor of
newspapers as the medium for public
notices.
1. The people cannot be well and
currently informed unless there is a
publication which is issued with absolute regularity. The regularity of the
modern daily and weekly newspaper
presents continuous opportunities for
the publishing of important legal
notices. Nothing else is so dependable.
2. The people cannot be adequately
served unless the medium in which
public notices are published has permanence.
Matters of legal business, matters
that affect the property, liberty and life
of the people cannot be written on the
wind. There are numerous occasions
when the parties to a legal action must
be able to refer to a permanent record
to prove that public notice was actually
given on the dates provided by law.
3. Proof of publication, Public notice
in a newspaper provides almost
automatic proof of publication.
4. The people cannot be informed
unless the public notice is run in A
medium that has good reader traffic.
No one, to be sure reads everything in
any publication, but no other
publication except the newspaper
brings as many persons together who
can see a public notice if it interests
them:
5. A good public notice medium must

Letter To The Editor

Agrees
Dear Editor,
I agree with the letter of Betty
Robertson on Sept. 1 about the "win-Terizing" of our once upon a time
asphalt street.
I am one of the residents that left for
work driving out on blacktop, then
returning home shortly after 5:00 p.m.
to find something just barely better
than gravel.
I can't understand why our street was
considered a "priority road" since it
didn't get priority last winter. By the
time the snow was finally graded off,
the residents of East Y had already
cleared the way by themselves.
If it needs "winterizing" next year,
before the crew comes, I would like to
donate my share of the tar, rock, and
dust to the State Highway Department;
and hopefully they will "winterize" a
certain spot on Highway 280, better
knawn as Pottertown Road.
Oh, by the way. The black sticky stuff
can be removed from your car and
floors with a cloth dampened with
kerosene. That is, if after you have
worked for 81-1 hours you still have
enough energy to do the job.
Bonita Cohoon
Rt. 8
Murray Ky.

be one in which the public has confidence. The newspaper is literally both
leisure reading and textbook to many
people who read little else.
6. The fact that more than 60 million
newspapers are bought every day, and
that about 9,000 weeklies and other
publications now exist, is proof that the
public wants newspapers. What other
medium of communications can make
that many persons lay down their cold
cash day after day to become and
remain currently informed?
7. The newspaper is handy. It is a
handy reference for school and church
meetings, political affairs, for legal,
credit, business and commercial
transactions. And it is a most convenient reference for public notices
required by law.
8. The newspaper is acknowledged
by the greatest businesses in America
as the finest medium they can buy.
Every year more money is invested in
newspaper advertising than in all the
other major media in the country.
9. The newspaper is the image of the
town where it is published. It records
the city council's plan for adding to the
electric facilities, the progress in
building a new school, the campaign to
remodel and enlarge the municipal
hospital, the purchase of a new fire
truck — it records the daily business
transactions and each and every
milestone in the history of your town.
Public notices are a part of this history
and should be recorded when the
history of the town is preserved.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
-included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewrtten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
and
Condense or reject any letter
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32. Murray,- Ky.42071.
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Echoes From The Past

The Battle Of
Saratoga Run

By Judy Nlaupin

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

some of Dr. Price's cartridges. Taking
him at the head of the column, Beck
fired both barrels. He saw two or three
men fall and heard afterwards that
they had been placed in an army
wagon; he did not know if they were
killed or wounded.
After firing on the marching column,
Beck, instead of returning through the
church, leaped down the front steps and
ran through the cemetery. A man
named Crouch was with him. The
soldiers fired at them, and just as they
were getting over the low fence
surrounding the cemetery, Crouch was
killed and his body hung suspended
over the fence. The breech of Elbert
Beck's gun was shot away but he was
uninjured.
An old tobacco barn on the side of the
road opposite the church was the scene
of Dr. Price's death. Here the Union
men ran into him and ordered him to
surrender. He replied by attacking
them with an ax, the only weapon he
could lay his hands on at the moment.
After repeating the order to surrender
and his refusal, they shot him. It was
reported that they felt regret that they
were compelled to kill so brave a man.
As the column continued its march to
Eddyville, it was fired on repeatedly
according to general report. A gunboat
had moved up from Dycusburg to
EddyvWe and received them on board.
Mr. Beck's half-brother Robert was at
home when the Yankees arrived as he
had a leave of absence for that night.
The Union men left a strong guard at
the bridge while they marched to
Eddyville.
Some of the citizens, hastily
gathered, were determined to rush the
guard. Louis Beck, splendidly mounted,
with Lee Gresham, Joe Wall, Morton
Rucker, and Robert Beck attempted an
assault on the guard. Before leaving
home, Louis Beck had told his 13-yearold son to remain at home. "You are too
young to go," he said. The boy felt that
he could. not bear to miss the fight.
As soon'as the others were gone, he
threw his saddle on the old grey and
rushed after the others. The
engagement at the bridge was already
on as he galloped up to join the party.
The guard had ordered them to
surrender and commanded Lee
Today is Saturday, Sept. 15, the 258th
Gresham to give up his rifle. "I will
day of 1979. There are 107 days left in
give you the contents of it," he said. As
the year.
he raised it to fire, one of the soldiers
On this date in 1776, New York City
struck the gun and cut off Gresham's
was occupied by the British in the
little finger.
Revolutionary War.
Robert Beck and Mort Rucker were
On this date:
taken prisoners at the bridge. They
In 1777, the Polish aristocrat, Count
both afterwards died in a Union prison
Casimir Pulaski, was commissioned a
in
the
in Paducah. The rest of the citizens,
major general
American
being mounted, made their escape. Jim
Revolutionary Army.
was just arriving, and Lee
Beck
Prime
In 1938, British
Minister
Gresham shouted to him to "get away
Neville Chamberlain flew to Germany
from here." By the time the boy could
to try to mediate a German.
back his horse and turn,the others were
Czechoslovak dispute.
in front. The shooting was lively and
on
In 1949, Konrad Adenauer became the
as Jim raised his whip, a minie ball
first chancellor of West Germany.
passed under his upraised arm and
In 1959, Soviet Premier Nikita Xrushburied itself in an old poplar tree
chev arrived in Washington to begin a
beyond him. As he galloped after the
13-day visit to the United States.
rest of his party, his horse stumbled
In 1968, one person was killed and 48
and fell, throwing him off and the unothers were injured in a monorail
fastened saddle too. He dived
securely
collision at San Antonio's Hemisfair
into an offset along the road, dragging
Ten years ago: United Nations
his horse and saddle with him out of
Secretary General U Thant appealed
range of the flying bullets.
for restoration of what he called
He could hear one of the soldiers yell,
"normal relations" between Moscow
"I got him." this was too inuch for
and Peking ... and between Washington
young Jim. Raising his saddle as high
and Peking.
over his head as he could, he shook it at
Five years ago: 71 people were killed
the soldier and shouted, "No you have
when an Air Vietnam plane was blown
not either."
up on the coast of South Vietnam by a
In a moment he had resaddled the
to
go
g
to
demandin
Hanoi.
hijacker
horse and was flying down the
grey
One year ago: Rhodesian 'Prime
road pursued by a volley of shots, but
Minister Ian Smith called guerilla
without being hit.
leader Joshua Nkomo a "monster" for
.Elbert Beck served four years in the
the murder of 10 plane crash survivors,
ate Army in Morgan's
Confeder
and ruled out further contact with him
Company. Mr. Beck said that the
- Today's birthdays: Singer Jessye
reason sthis skirmish is known as
Norman is 34. Singer and pianist Bobby
Saratoga Run is because the boys in
Short is 55. English actress Margaret
grey were forced to scatter before
Lockwood is 63.
superior numbers."
Thought for today: Do not pray for
easy lives. Pray to be stronger men! Do
This account was in the possession of
not pray for tasks equal to your powers.
Mrs. Meddle Freeman of Princeton,
Pray for powers equal to your tasks —
and was published in a Princeton paper
itamuel Butler (1835-1902,.
about 1944

I have been attempting to collect
accounts of lesser known local Civil
War skirmishes. Just recintly I came
across an account of a battle, supposedly one of the first of the war, that
place
occurred in Lyon County, at a
church
The
Springs.
Saratoga
called
there still shows bullet marks on its
1861.
walls from that day in October,
"Here a company of Confederate
soldiers numbering 75-100 men were
camped in the Methodist Church. These
men were forming themselves into a
cavalry, and mounts had already been
provided for most of them. Their leader
was a man named Wilcox.
"At this time, Mr. Jim Beck was 13
years old and lived with his father Louis
Beck and his older brother about three
miles from Saratoga Springs.
the
-Various rumors were aloat in
Union
of
body
a
that
effect
camp to the
soldier-s, might be expected in the
vicinity before long. Pickets were or
the lookout and Mr. Beck's brother
Elbert had been on guard duty all the
night before at Liberty Church.
"Dr. Prince, who lived near Prospect,
Church in Hopkins County, felt sc
strongly that an attack was near that he
sat up all night making hundreds of
cartridges. These cartridges were
made of strong paper and were rolled
into shape. They were filled first with a
small amount of powder. Then a tninie
ball over an ounce in weight was added.
Finally three buckshots completed the
cartridge. The paper was twisted tight
at the end, and this had to be bitten off
at the powder end before being loaded
into the gun. This cartridge was called
"buck and ball."
Soon after daybreak, Elbert Beck had
returned from doing picket duty at
liberty Church. He came by an obscure
path through a ravine.
Elbert came running out on the
platform in front of the church, looked
down on the Union soldiers about 30
.yards below him. They filled the
roadway. Beck seized a double-barrel
rifle belonging to one of the Rices of
Fredonia Valley. It was loaded with

Today In History

Murray State University has been
designated as a test center for administering the National Teacher
Examinations on four different dates
within the next year.
Floyd Dethrow, minister of the
Second Street Church of Christ, has
been named as the Democratic
nominee for the Murray City Council
position left open by the death of
Preston W. Ordway.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie
Lane, 91, and Mrs. Gay Dunn, 83.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Ryan of
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Rita, to William Edward
Dykstra, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey I.
Dykstra of Frederick, Md.
Elected as new officers of Murray
Star Chapter No, 433 Order of the
Eastern Star were Brenda Newberry,
Howard McNeely, Twila Coleman,
Charles Jackson, Judith Jackson,
Belva Dill, Janice Nesbitt, and Alin&
McNeely.

20 Years Ago
Judge Earl Osborne has empanelled
the September Grand Jury and the
Petit Jury for the September term of
Calloway Circuit Court.
Deaths reported include Mrs. W. R.
Young, 78, and Mrs. Nola Story
Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Guthrie of Hazel
will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 19. An open house on
Sept. 20 will be held at their home.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
N. Perry Cavitt, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John McGregor, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

J. W. Hill, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Holley.
Miss Jennye Sue Stubblefield,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert
Stubblefield of Murray, was married to
Wendell Hunt Smock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wendell M. Smock of Louisville,
on July 25.
"Imitation of Life" starring Sandra
Dee, Lana Turner, John Gavin, Dan
O'Herlihy, Susan Kohmer, Robert
Alda, Juanita Moore, and Mahalla
Jackson is showing at the Murray Drive
In Theatre

30 Years Ago
Yandall Wrather has been appointed
soil conservationist of Calloway
County, according to Norman Terry of
Mayfield, district conservationist, U. S.
Soil Conservation Service.
Dan Shipley, a member of the
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America, has an
entry in the 1949 All-American Junior
Jersey Exposition, Sept. 26 to Oct. 1, in
conjunction with the Mid-South Fair,
Memphis, Tenn.
Murray Mayor George Hart and
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer
have asked the people of Murray and

Calloway County to take an active part
in the activities of Fire Prevention
Week, Oct. 9 to 16.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Woods on Sept. 12, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Cossey on Sept.
12, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harlan
Spann on Sept. 12.
Miss Sara Ruth Rhodes, daughter of
Mrs. Andrew Rhodes of Murray, was
married to Preston B. Hinman, Jr., of
Greenwood and Clarksdale, Miss., on
Sept. 4 at the First Methodist Church in
Murray.

40 Years Ago
A shuttle and quill mill belonging to
B. F. Schroader, past 80, Murray's
oldest active business man, with a
shuttle and quill stock valued at $10,000
burned here on Sept. 13. Rex Cannon is
manager of the firm.
Deaths reported this week include
Johnnie Karr, 54, Mrs. Reba Womack
Thompson, 25, Miss Hazel Miller, 17, L.
A. Wilson, 60, and Tom Turner, 31, the
latter killed in an automobile accident.
The Murray City Schools opened
Sept. 11. The City High School, Edd
Filbeck, principal, has 540 students,
and the Training School, Carman
Graham, principal, has 420 students.
A. B. Austin, partner in the men's
clothing firm of Corn-Austin, hPs been
named Roll Call Chairrman of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, according to B
Melugin, executive secretary.
A report from New York City
yesterday said Lillian Hollowell,
Murray State College English instructor, who has been in Europe this
summer, arrived in New York from
England on the streamer, Isle de

France, the last liner to leave Greet
Britain before war was formally
declared.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkins of Alma
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 11.
The Murray Woman's Club will open
the club year with a get together picnic
in the garden at the home of Mr. sixMrs. N. P. Hutson on Sept. 21.
Marilyn Mason, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Rob M. Mason, Murray, and
junior at Northwestern University.
Chicago, Ill., has been selected as the
Duchess of Kentucky in the Texas Rose
Festival at Tyler, Texas, Oct. 12 to 14
Elected as officers of the senior class
of Lynn Grove High School were
Halford Hart, Josephine Crawford,
Carolyn Rogers, Eugene Rogers, and
Eldridge Pickard.
Burman Parker, Charlie Grogan,
Finis Outland, Buell Stroud, Joe Baker
and Dad Henderson while on a fishing
trip on the Tennessee River hooked a 60
pound catfish near Whiteoak Island
along with numerous other smaller
fish.

50 le(trs Ago
Loot taken from the J. M. Imes Store
at Alin() in a breakin on Sept. I was
found cached in a ravine two miles east
of Lynn Grove, according to Sheriff J.
Robertson.
Deaths reported this week include
Roy Brooks Collie, 5, Mrs. Vadie
Bowerman,71, and C. G. Van Huss, 50.
Winners from Calloway County at the
Western Kentucky Junior Club Jersey
Show at Madisonville were Hollis
Rogers, Hopewell Rogers, N. A.
Rogers, and R. M. Miller.
J. B. Farris, Murray machinist, is the
builder of a baby tractor that is complete in every way. It is 23 inches long,
124 inches high, and has a boiler 24 inches long.
Holland and Hart began work this
week on a one story brick business
house on North Fourth Street just south
of the Jail which will be occupied by the
Murray Bottling Company and the
Murray Shoe Hospital.
Discussions on "Pellagra" and

"Cropous Pneumonia" will be led by
Dr. W. H. Graves, Dr. E. B. HOUStall,
Dr. W. F. Grubbs, and Dr. Cody H.
Jones at the meeting of the Calloway
County Medical Society at the National
Hotel.
The Training School for Nurses at the
Hospital
William Mason Memorial
Sept. 1
on
1929-30
for
opened its classes
a
Births reported this week include
girl
a
and
Ross
Pat
girl to Mr. and Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Skaggs.
Mrs. Will Mason presided at :he
meeting of the Murray Woman's Club
held at the home of Mrs. Robert Gatlin
E. J. Beale, local representative for
Ford for the past 22 years, returned
from a business trip to Detroit, Mich.
While there he had an interview with
Henry Ford at his office In Dearborn,
Mich.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Clara Bow's "Dangerous Curves" with
Richard Arlen.
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Mayfield Uses Early Burst To Throttle Tigers 42-14
By TONY WILSON

touchdowns: one on a 67-yard
breakaway and another on a
MAYFIE‘D, Ky. %— "I hope
60-yard kickoff return.
they're the best," Alan Hina
Unfortunately for the
said with a weary smile.
Tigers, F'oster's big plays
"Because we just got beat by
were sandwiched somewhat
GOOD football team."
• effectively by Mayfield
Awesome might best around a tremendous offendescribe Mayfield's 42-14 vic- sive flurry that produced it
tory over Murray High last four touchdowns in less than
night, which was another in a
eight minutes of game time.
string of five straight trium"That's
why
they
phs this season and the CarMayfield) are so powerful,"
dinals' 30th win in a row over
said Hina."They score in bunthe past three years.
ches, so before you even know
They accomplished it with
what's hit you, you're way
what Hine knew the Cardinals
down."
had long before the Tigers
The Tigers quickly fell
took the field: "speed, lots of
behind 13-0 when the
ft." Particularly in the form of quicksilver Moss streaked 52
running backs Marcus Moss
yards for the first Cardinal
and Charles Parrott. And in
score, and Chris Biggers grabthe form of split end Chris Bigbed a Jeff Flood pass for a 30gers.
yard hookup and another
The trio accounted for 345 touchdown with only 90
rushing, 91 yards in pass yar- seconds left in the first
dage and the six Mayfield
quarter.
touchdowns, all of which, save
Hardly time to score again,
for one, came in the first half right?
for a big 35-14 Cardinal advanFoster did just that after fintage,
ding a gaping hole in the left
By then, though, Murray
side of the Murray High line,
High had shown some offense
racing down the sideline and
of its own, particularly that of
giving the TigetJS a big mental
Tim Foster. A 5-7 junior, boost. At least for 20 seconds.
Foster scrambled for two
That's how long it took for
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
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Mayfield receiver Chris Biggers didn't catch this pass as
Reed Hornsby defended, but he did catch two others for
touchdowns as the Cardinals defeated Murray High last
night.
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How They Scored
MAYFIELD — Marcus Moss. 52 run
) Mark Glover,kick I; 9:11. 1st.
MAYFIELD — Chris Biggers, 30 pass
from Jeff Flood I kick fails); 1:35, 1st.
MURRAY— Tim Foster,67 run (Nick
Hibbard, kick ); :58, 1st.
MAYFIELD — Moss, 62 run (twopoint conversion fails ), :28, 1st.
MAYFIELD — Biggers, 30 pass from
Flood conversion, Flood to Biggers):
11:34, 2nd.
MAYFIELD — Moss, 26 rim, conversion, Flood to Biggers ); 7:51, 2nd.
MURRAY — Foster,62 run (Hibbard,
kick); 7:32, 2nd.
MAYFIELD — Moss, 5 run (Glover,
kick); 11:55,4th.
Statistics (Murray listed first I
First Downs — 4-13.
Rushes yards — 160-396
Passing yards — 49-76
Passes — 2-5-1; 4-10-0
Penalties, yards — 4-30, 7-71
Fumbles,lost — 2-2; 3-1
Individual Leaders
Rushing
Moss ) Ma ) 22-236: Parrott ) Ma ) 20107; Foster ( Mu ) 15-91.
Passing
Flood 'Ma)4-9-0 76 yards: Rollins
Mu)2-5-1 49 yards.
Receptions
Biggers I Ma 4-49; Roberts ) Ma)2-49.

JONESBORO, Ark. — Jerry
Odlin and Barry Atwell tied
for individual honors as the
Murray State men's cross
country
team
defeated
Arkansas
22-33
State
yesterday in a dual meet.
Odlin and Atwell, both
Englishmen, ran the five-mile
course in 25:32. Third was
Steve Wilson of Arkansas
State in 24:42, followed by
Gary Ribbon, Murray, 26:00;
Eric Lynk, Arkansas, 26:20;
Pat Chimes, Murray, 26:66;
and Mike Pehikan, Arkansas,
26:24.
"This Arkansas State team
that we beat is much better
than they have had in the
past." said Murray State

coach Bill Cornell. "So I feel
especially good about this
victory."
The Racers travel to
Bowling Green to face
Western Kentucky in what
Cornell calls a "real challenge
for our team."

Racer Club Meeting
Is Set For Monday
The Racer Club will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade, with highlights of
Saturday's Murray StateSoutheastern Louisiana game
to be presented.

Murray High chased Marcus Moss ( 25) most of the night, including on this attempt as Nick Swift (341 and Eddie Requarth
, pursued. Moss rushed for 236 yards as the Tigers fell to Mayfield 42-14.

A Candidate For AL MVP Award

Singleton Helps Oriole Gain
By the Associated Press
About the only area of
inquiry left in Baltimore this
season is who will be the
American League's Most
Valuable Player. Sentiment
understandably runs in favor
of Orioles outfielder Ken
Singleton?
The Orioles are opening an
ever-widening lead in the
American League East, but
there's a man named Don
Baylor making headlines for
the California Angels, West
Division leaders, and the
Orioles' division title may be
settled long before the MVP
question.
The Orioles opened a 12game lead over Milwaukee
Friday night, whipping the
Boston Red Sox 5-3 while
Milwaukee was losing 8-7 to
California. Singleton hit his
34th homer of the season and
drove in three runs, giving
him 108 on the season.
He has hit .422 in September
to up his season average to
.300..

sacrific fly. Baylor is hitting
.305.
"Both (Singleton and
Baylor, are hoping to win
division titles," Orioles coach
Frank Robinson said. -It
wouldn't be too bad if they
flipped a coin. I'm a little
seen
prejudiced.
I've
Singleton day in and day out.
He's not surrounded by the
type of hitters Baylor is. He
paeans more to us because of
the players we have."
Manager Don Zimmer of
Boston said if he had a vote for
MVP, which he does not, he
would vote for Singleton.

think he's the most valuable
player in the league."
Other American League
scores: Seattle 7, Kansas City
5; Texas 5, Minnesota 3;
Oakland 8, Chicago 3, and
Toronto 4, Cleveland 3. The
Detroit Tigers at New York
was rained out and will be
replayed today as part of a
doubleheader.
Baltimore has 17 scheduled
games remaining this season.
Two more games could be
added if needed to determine
the division race.
The Angels' win, meanwhile, opened a four-game

lead over Kansas City, six
over Minnesota and 7'2 over
-Texas.
Steve Stone, 11-7, got the win
for Baltimore with eighthinning relief help from Don
Stanhouse. Singleton's homer,
a solo shot in the third, tied the
game 2-2, and his two-run
single in the fifth capped a
three-run Orioles rally.
Angels 8, Brewers 7 —
Baylor drove in a run in the
first with a single and capped
a three-run rally in the eighth
with a sacrifice fly.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

In Milwaukee, meanwhile,
Baylor upped his leagueleading RBI total to 133 with
two more Friday night as the
Angels eked out a victory over
the Brewers on Rod Carew's

Biggies On Display
Several College Grid Powers To Flex Muscles For First Time
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Oklahoma, Penn State,
Nebraska, Georgia, Pitt and
Arkansas go on display for the
first time today on the college
football season's second big
weekend, headlined by the
meeting between sixth-ranked
Michigan and No.9 Notre
Dame at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Five of those first six
schools — Pitt, which entertained Kansas, was the
only exception — faced teams
wth a game under their belts.

•

•

Third-ranked Oklahoma
hosted Iowa, No.7 Penn State
was at home with Rutgers,
Utah State visited No.8
Nebraska and Wake Forest
was at No.12 Georgia while
No.17 Arkansas was to host
Colorado State.
It remained to be seen
whether a team that has
played a game has an advantage over one opening its
season.
"There are two ways of
looking at it," said Nebraska
Coach Tom Osborne. "No.1,

The Price Of One
With This Coupon
Expires 9-17-79

at the
's Club

tive far
eturnad
, Mich.
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Junior Robin Roberts
caught both .of Murray High
quarterback Rich Rollins'
completions, including a 33yarder that put the Tigers on
Mayfield's 45-yard line with
five minutes left in the third
quarter and the Tigers trailing
35-14.
As it did most of the night,
though, the Cardinals' defense
stiffened, forcing a Murray
punt. "We seemed to be in a
hole offensively all through
the game," said Hine. "And
most of time we were at a position on the field where a
mistake would have been very
costly," he explained after being asked why he didn't order
more passes thrown.
Murray, now 2-2, hosts
powerhouse Heath, a 14-12
winner over Fort Campbell
last night, Friday at Ty
Holland Stadium. Mayfield
ventures to Owensboro
Catholic.

Odlin, Atwell Propel
Racers To CC Victory

Part
ntion

open
• kr&
. ars.

Moss to sprint 62 yards off
Mayfield's subsequent possession to put Mayfield ahead 197. Twenty-six seconds later,
the Cardinals scored again
when Biggers snared a 30yarder from Flood 26 seconds
into the second period. 27-7
Mayfield.
Moss, already having a big
night with two touchdowns,
was far from finished. He raced 26 yards for another score
midway through the same
period, watched while Foster
immediately ran back the
kickoff for Murray's second
touchdown, then scored
himself for the final time on a
five-yard scoot early in the
fourth quarter.
Hine said he made no adjustments to account for his
Tigers' holding the winners to
a single touchdown in the second half. "We just had good
pursuit, and we made the
tackles when we needed to.
That's very hard to do when
you're going up against backs
like Moss and Parrott," he
said.
Statistics readily attested to
Mayfield's dominance. It
outgained Murray in yardage
on both the ground 1396-160)
and through the air (76-49).
Flood, just a sophomore,
finished with four completions
in his nine attempts, including
the two touchdown strikes to
Biggers.
"That was probably the best
game Jeff's had, especially in
his passing," said Mayfield
coach Jack Morris. -He threw
the ball with intelligence, and
he hit Biggers with two great
passes."
Moss, who rushed for a
career-high 239 yards last
week in the Cardinals'
thrashing of Todd County,
nearly bettered it last night.
He finished with 236 yards on
22 carries in upping his season
total to 853 yards and his
touchdown total to 13.

Mrs.
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there are advantages for the
other team because you can't
tell what they've done. No.2,
you need a game to get the
bugs worked out, to get an
idea of what you can do."
Rounding
out
The
Associated Press Top Twenty,
No.1-ranked Southern
California, with star tackle
Anthony Munoz out for the
season with a knee injury,
visited Oregon State, fifthranked Purdue has a night
game at UCLA,Oregon was at
No.10 Michigan State, No.11
Missouri at Illinois, Florida at
No.13 Houston at night, Utah
at No.14 Washington, No.15
Ohio State at Minnesota,
Arizona State at No.18 Florida
State for a night game in
Tampa,Fla., Virginia at No.19
North Carolina State and
No.20 Southern Methodist at
Texas Christian under the
lights.
For the second time in three
years, Notre Dame put Rusty
Lisch at quarterback. Now a 6foot-4, 210-pound senior, he
opened the 1977 campaign as
the
No.1
signal-caller,
although he finished as Joe
Montana's backup. last year,
Lisch didn't play a single
down.
"We have only, four quar-

terbacks on the team and he's
head-and-shoulders above the
others," said Coach Dan
Devine.
Michigan's Bo Schembechler predicted Lisch "will
be practically equal to
Montana."
If he is, Michigan's superb
defense would get a good test.
They hardly had to break a
sweat in routing Northwestern
49-7 a week ago.
Purdue hasn't played a
night game in 12 years and
hasn't met UCLA since 1960
The series is an odd one, with
UCLA winning 20-6 in 1950 and
the teams playing ties in 1959
(0-0) and 1960(27-27 ).
Mark Herrmann passed for
291 yards and four touchdowns
as the Boilermakers crushed
Wisconsin 41-20 a week ago.
but Coach Jim Young wasn't
satisfied.
"We were a sloppy team, in
my estimation, both offensively and defensively, and
we're going to have to improve," he said. "We used to
have interceptions; now we
have fumbles. Maybe we'll
have to pass on every down to
avoid fumbles. I hope it was
just opening-day jitters that
caused fumbles."
Houston, which beat UCLA

24-16 last week, entertains
Florida, which lured Coach
Charley Pell away from
Clemson to make the Gators a
Conference
Southeastern
contender.
Despite heavy graduation
losses, Arkansas doesn't
expect much trouble with
Colorado State, which dropped
its opener to Arizona 33-17 two
weeks ago. Arizona State and
Florida State could produce a
flock of points.
Southern Methodist could be
one of the nation's most exciting teams with heralded
freshman runners Eric
Dickerson and Craig James
joining the aerial duo of
quarterback Mike Ford and
All-American wide receiver
Emanuel Tolbert.

Robin Roberts made a spectacular catch of a Rich Rollins' pass over defender John Duncan
in the second half of Murray High's game against Mayfield last night, but the Tigers lost to
fall to 2-2 on the season.

King Rallies
Past Turnbull

Country Way Cafe
121 So (Past Cherry Corner

Featuring Everday
TOkYO (AP, — Billie Jean
King ra, lied to defeat Wendy
Turnbul -of Australia 4-6, 7-5,
6-1 to advance to the
semifinals of the $150,000 Tory
Sillook tournament.

In other matches, Dianne
Fromholtz of Australia
The rest of the night defeated Betty Stove of the
schedule around the country Netherlands 6-2, 6-4; Evonne
finds Tennessee at Boston , Goolagong Cawley beat Kerry
College, Drake at Temple, Reid 6-3, 6-1 and Ann
West Texas State at McNeese Kiyomura
Terry
beat
State, Mississippi at Memphis Holladay 7-5, 4-6,6-1.
State, Arkansas State at
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Northeast Louisiana, Western
Renee
Michigan at South Carolina, Second-seeded
Cincinnati
at Southern Richards advanced to the
Mississippi, Louisiana Tech at semifinals of the $35,000 I
Tennessee-Chattanooga, Greater Pittsburgh Open with
Southern Illinois at Tennessee a 6-4, 6-4 win over Paula
Sinittt
State.
stk„

Ky. Lake Catfish
Fiddler
Including Cole Slow
French Fries

$25°
Also

Shrimp Basket
Including 21 Shrimp
Cole Slaw and
French Fries

$29°

And Other Fine Foods
Open 6 a m to 8 p m Mon -Sot
9 o m to 7 p m Sunday

1'
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Calloway County lost the
coin toss to Lone Oak to begin
the action, and the Purple
Flash offense did a flip of its

own over the first 24 minutes
last night
Lone Oak scored all its
points in the first half and
dropped Calloway to 0-1 on the
season in dumping the Lakers
40-0 at Roy Stewart Stadium.

The visiting squad scored
half of its points in the first
quarter on a pail' of runs by.
Mike Hartig, and a 20-yard
scamper by Sam Boss.
On the first play from scrimmage, Hartig, a junior

5.

found little running room on this play last
Calloway County running back Larry Sanders
Oak.
night against Lone

Reds Compliment Sutcliffe
After Dodger Rookie Tosses
3-Hitter; Astros Are Closer
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati Reds bring
out the best in Rick Sutcliffe.
You have to take your hat
off to the kid," said Cincinnati
Manager John MacNamara
after watching the Los
Angeles Dodger rookie spin a
three-hit, 2-0 decision over his
team Friday.
The loss cut the Reds' lead
to just a half-game in the
National League West over
the Houston Astros, 4-0 winners over the San Francisco
Giants.
"He just did a job on us,"
said MacNamara of Sutcliffe.
"He changes speeds well and
he wasn't afraid to throw the
changeup. He makes good
challenges
and
pitches
people."
Sutcliffe admitted that he
was "up" for the NL West
leaders. "I don't need a pep talk
when the Reds are in town,"
said the 23-year-old righthander. "They're going to be
our competition for a lot of
years to come and I want to be
successful against them."

Dave Collins and Dave Concepcion. Sutcliffe, 15-9, won
his fourth straight decision
and his seventh in the last
eight. He struck out one and
walked three while pitching
his first major league shutout.
Sutcliffe also scored the
Dodgers'first run off loser Bill
Bonham, 8-6. Sutcliffe walked
after two were out in the
second and scored on successive singles by Dave Lopes
and Bill Russell.
The Dodgers added their
second run in the eighth off
reliever Tom Hume. Los
Angeles loaded the bases with
one out and Steve Garvey
came home on Derrel
Thomas' infield single.
Sutcliffe retired the first
seven Reds he faced before
walking Vic Correll with one
out in the third. Correll was
sacrificed to- second by
Bonham, but was stranded
there.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

He had Cincinnati completely handcuffed for a while,
pitching no-hit ball until a oneout single by George Foster in
the seventh inning.
"I was putting the ball in the
right place at the right time,"
said Sutcliffe.
In other NL games, Chicago
defeated Philadelphia 2-0 in 10
innings and Atlanta outscored
A
10-7.
Diego
San
doubleheader between St.
Louis and the Expos at
Montreal was rained out.
The other hits off Sutcliffe
came in the ninth — singles by

halfback, went over right
tackle and romped 70 yards to
give the visitors a quick 6-0
lead. David Dodd added the
extra point to make the score
7-0 with the game only 52
seconds old.
Hartig scored the second of
his four touchdowns on a
seVen-yard run that was set up
on Roy Copeland's block of a
Calloway punt.
The extra point by Dodd was
good, and the Purple Flash led
by 14 points with 5:46 left to
play in the first quarter.
The third Lone Oak third
touchdown of the first quarter
came on a 20-yard sprint
around left end by Sam Boss,
but the extra point attempt
was blocked by Marty MeCuiston.
The score remained unchanged until the last three
minutes of the half as Lone
Oak began to rumble again.
With 3:36 left in the half
Mike Hartig breezed in from
16 yards out. Dodd tacked on
the extra point and Lone Oak
lead 27-0.
What followed in the next
three minutes put the game
out of reach for the Lakers.
After the Lone Oak kickoff,
Calloway's offense failed to
move the ball and the Lakers
were forced to punt. Lone Oak
didn't block it as it had on
two previous occasions,
though. Hartig waited until
Terry Sledd had booted a 45yarder. then returned it 61
yards for the fourth
touchdown of the half.
After lining up to receive the
kickoff, Calloway allowed the
ball to bounce into the end

season and his seventh against
the Phillies. He also has 16
RBI against his former team.
Braves 10. Padres 7 — Dale
Murphy had five hits, including two homers and a
tiebreaking- triple in the
seventh inning,to lead Atlanta
past San Diego. Murphy hit his
19th homer of the year leading
off the second inning, singled
in the fourth and fifth, tripled
home a run to snap a 5-5 tie in
the seventh and hit a solo
homer in the ninth.
Mark Lee, 2-4, in relief of
starter Randy Jones, absorbed the defeat. The victory
went to Mickey Mahler, 4-11,
who took over for Tommy
Boggs in the fifth inning.

Astros 7, Giants 0 — Vern
Ruhle won for the first time
since coming off the disabled
list two weeks ago, pitching a
four-hitter as Houston beat
San Francisco. Rafael Landestoy and Jeff Leonard had
two hits apiece off loser Ed
Halicki, 5-6. Landestoy, the
Astros' second baseman.
scored two runs, drove in two
and also stole two bases.
Cubs 2, Phillies 0 — Jerry
Martin belted a two-run
homer with two out in the top
of the 10th to give Chicago its
victory over Philadelphia.
Larry Biittner opened the
inning with a single off
reliever Ron Reed, 10-8, and
stole second while Steve
Ontiveros was striking out.
After Barry Foote was
retired on a great play by
shortstop Larry Bowa, Martin
hit his 18th homer of the

Friday Games
Allen Co 11 Butler Co 8
Ballard Memorial 18 Reidland
Bardstown 14 Marion Co 7
Barren Co 43 Edmortson Co 18
Beechwood 31 Nicholas Co 6
Belfry 16 Pikeville 6
Bell Co 20 Cumberland 6
Bellevue 21 Paris 0
Boone Ca 14 Ft This Highlands8
Bowling Green 46 Oboe° Apollo 16
Boyle Co 6 Harrodsburg 0
Bradley Tenn Central 28 Middlesboro 8
Breclunndge Co 21 N Bullitt 18
SWIM Central 50 Oldham Co 12
Caldwell Co 34 Trigg Ca 7
Carroll ('o33 Anderson Co 14
Caverna 10 Metcalfe Co 6
Clark Co 27 Jessarrune Co 0
Corbin V Churchill Tenn 13
Danville 43 Bourbon Co 17

Baseball Standings

By the Associated Press
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — John
McEnroe, the 20-year-old U.S.
beat,
champion,
Open
Guilermo Vilas 6-2,6-3,6-2 and
Vitas Gerulaitas defeated
JoseLuis Clerc 6-1, 7-5, 6-1 to
give the United States a 2-0
lead over Argentina in the
American zone final of the
Davis Cup.
ATLANTA ( AP) — Topseeded John Alexander of
Australia advanced to the
semifinals of the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution Open by
defeating countryman Terry
Rocavert 6-1.6-2.
In other action, Eliot
Teltscher defeated Kevin
Curren of South Africa 6-1,6-1;
Terry Moor beat Russell
Simpson of New Zealand 3-6, 62, 6-3 and Eric Friedler
defeated David Schneider of
South Africa 6-4,6-0.
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carCalloway County's Kevin Kernel!( 75) and Tim McAlister 36 I watched a Lone Oak ball
rier furnivie during last night's game.

A Calloway County runner was stopped cold by a host of Lone Oak defenders during the Purple Flash' 40-0 rout of the Lakers last night.

of
Pt

Baseball Leaders

Prep Grid Scores

McEnroe
Helps U.S.
Gain In Cup

Cio

.

Sports At A Glance

•

•

zone, and Lone Oak recovered
to raise the score to 40-0 at the
half.
The second half was a far
cry from the first. The Laker
defense stiffened, holding
Lone Oak scoreless, while the
offense began to come alive.
Though it failed to score.
Calloway threatened late in
the third quarter with a drive
that started on its own 40 but
stalled on the Lone Oak 10
when the Lakers came up
three yards short on a fourthand-thirteen situation.
Tommy Workman and Tim
McAlister led the Lakers in
rushing with 23 yards each,
while quarterback Brad
Bryan connected on two of
seven passes for n yards.
As a team, Calloway was
limited to 54) total yards and
three first-downs.
Mike Shipwash and Marty
McCuiston led the defense
with five tackles each, while
Richard Young, Donnie
Hargrove and Mike Pearson
each had four each.
Lone Oak head coach Tom
Pandolfi said his team played
the kind of game they wanted
to. "We came out aggresive
and scored early."
Pandolfi added that Lone
Oak had the motnentum going
into the second half. "We
finished strong in the first
half, and the momentum of it
seemed to carry over into the
second half."
Calloway County reaches
the midway point in its first
varsity season next week by
hosting Fulton County Friday
to an 8 p.m. contest at Stewart
Stadium.

By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
W
L
662
96 19
Baltimore
578 12
62
85
Milwaukee
563 144
81 63
Boston
79 64
552 16
New York
534 1311
76 68
Detroit
507
224
-4
72
Cleveland
1= 494
47 99
Toronto
WEST
46
Califorrua
4
77 70
524
Kansas City
6
75 77
510
Minnesota
74 74
Pi
500
Texas
412 174
63 83
Chicago
62
4l9
:94a
86
Seattle
52 96
151 29r•9
Oakland
Friday's Games
Toronto 4, Cleveland 3
Baltimore 5, Boston 1
Detroit at New York, pod
Califonus 8, Milwaukee 7
Oakland S. Chicago 3
Seattle 7, Kansas City 5
Texas S. Minnesota 3
Saturday's Games
Detroit iChrts 3-1 and Morns 11-- at
4
New York John 18-8 and Hood 40 2
Cleveland (Barker 6-1. at T,conto
Moore 3-6
Oakland ( Longford 12-13 a' Chi, ago
Trout 8(4r
0.
Boston Renko 9-8 . at
Martinez 15-13. n
California (Ryan 15-1: at Milwaukee
Haas 10-91. (ni
Seattle ( Parrott 13.101 at Kansas City
Chamberlain 4-2 n
Minnesota Zahn 11-61 at Terra, Alexander 44. nr
Sunday's Games
Cleveland at Toronto
at
Baltimore
Boston
Detroit at New York
Oakland at Chicago
Caltfornia at Milwaukee
Seattle at Kansas City
Minnesota at Texas n

.
E Carter 20 Lawrence Co 14
E Hardin 141 aylur Co 13
6
n
Elkhorn City 37 Fleming-Neo
Eminence 26 Henry Co 8
Erlanger Lloyd 31 Coy Holmes 13
Erlanger Scott 23 Campbell Co 20
Elizabethtown 11 N Hardin 7
Estill Co 12 Mercer Co 12
Fleming Co 15 Bath Co 6
Franklin Co .31 Frankfurt 0
Franklin-Simpson 36 Warren East 7
Ft Knox 21 W Hardin 8
Fulton City 18 Alamo Teas 0
Fulton ('0 28 Portageville Mo 6
Garnaliel 34 Clinton Co 12
Glasgow 12 Evans 0
(lrayson Co 19 Ohio Co 7
Green Co 13 Tompkinsville 0
Green ON° 18 Fairview 8
Greenup Co 13 Ashland 0
Reran 30 JenIchis 0
Harrison Co 26 Madison Central 16
Adair Co 8
Hart .o20r
Hazer 1 40 MC Napier 0
Heath 14 Ft Campbel112
Hopklassille 14 Warre• Central la
LaRue Co 33 Meade Co 27
Lenore 14-Va 20 Phelps 14
Leslie Co 28 Rockcastle Co 6
Let Br)an Station 13 Boyd Co 7
Liz Henry,' Clay 28 Richmond Madison

NATIONAL LEAGUE
FAST
W
I.
Pet (at
26 55
607
Montreal
8'7 57
604
Pittsburgh
76 66
515 r0
St Louis
74
71
510
Chicago
74 72
501 14
Philadelphia
55 88
185 11.aa
New York
WEST
83 64
-5
4
Cincinnati
12 64
562
Houston
71 76
46.3
Los Angeles
64 84
432
San Francisco
62
86
119
San Diego
58 86
397
Atlanta
Friday's Games
St I ouls at Montreal, 2, ppd nor
Chicago 2. Philadelphia 0, 10 Innings
Atlanta 10, San Diego 7
LOS Angeles 2, Cincinnati 0
Houston?. San Francisco 0
Only games scheduled
Saturdey's Games
New York (Kobel 64, at PittsLorgh
I Blyieven 116 r
41incinnati (Norman 11-11 r at Lon Argoles rWelch
Houston (IC Forsch 104i at San F r
disco Knepper 9-11
St Louis ( Vuckovich 13-10 and Fulgham
8-5r at Montreal May 9-2 and Schatimee
(0.4.2, it-nr
Chicago (McGlothen 11-12r at Philadelphia (Espinosa 14-111. In r
Atlanta , Matula 7-11, at Son Nee. Ei.
rhelberger 0-01, ,
Seedily's Games
New York at Pittsburgh
St Louis at Montreal. 2
Chicago at Philadelphia
Cincinnati at Ion Angeles
Atlanta at Son Diego
Houston at San Frans-aro

lex Lafayette 25 laurel Co Al
Lincoln ('0 42 Casey Co 0
Lone Jack 23 Clay(.0 15
Lace Oak 41 CALLOWAY('OS
14.1U Ballard 20 Lou Westport 0
Lou Bishop David 12 Lou Western 9
Lou Butler, Lou Valley 0
Lou DeSales 13 I AJU Moore 10
Lou Doss ZS 1.4.)u Pls Ridge Park 0
Lou Durrett 28 Lou Shawnee 6
Lou F:asterri 26 lou Tho's Jefferson 0
Lou Fern Creek 14 I AJU Waggener 13
Lou Iroquois 46 Lou Seneca 0
Lou Manual 13 Lou Atherton 0
Lou St Xavier 3 Jeffersontown 0
Lou Southern 13 Lou Fatrdale 7
Lou Stuart? Lou Male 6
Ludlcrw 12 Dayton 6
lynch 6 Knott Central 0
Mason Co 9 Maysville 6
Mayfield 42 MURRAY 14
Morgan Co 8 Breathitt Co 6
Newport 9 Newport Cath 0
Owen Co 12 Beth Haven 6
Owensboro 26 Madisonville 0
Owensboro Cath 26 Henderson Co 20
Paducah Tilghman 17 Marshall Co-15
Prestonsburg 35 Johnson Central 0
Rowan Co 60 Lewis Co V
Russell Co 35 Wayne Co 7
Russellville 14 Todd Ceatral 7

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING -400 at bats Hernandez.
St Louis, 346, Rose, Philadelphia, 324.
Templeton, St Louis, 323. Knight, Clnctnnati, 315, Homer, Atlanta, 315
RUNS- Lopes, Los Angeles, iii), Her
, St 1201113, 102. Schirildt,
Pluladelplua, 98; Parker, Pittsburgh,
97. Royster. Atlanta. 06
Winfield, San Diego, 107,
'
KingAnan, Chicago, 106, Sctunidt.
Philadelphia, 102, Hernandez, St LOW,
97, Garvey , 14s Angeles.96
HITS Templeton, St Louis, 193 Hernandez, St Louis, 191. Garvey , Los
Angeles, 186. Rose. Ptuladelptua. 182

S Point Otuo 40 Wheelwright 28
Scott Co 28 Lex Tates Creek ',Shelby Co 15 Woodford Co 3
Simon Kenton 20[hue His 0
Somerset 41 Garrard Co 16
Union Co 12 Crittenden Co 0
V argie 53 Mullins 0
Washington Co 21 Nelson
Webster Co 72 McLean Co 0
Wtutesburg 27 Johns Creek 26
Whitley Co 20 Knox Central 0
Williamsburg 20 Pineville 14

Matthews, Atlanta, 162
DOUBLES Hernandez, SA lows, 45
Youngblood, New York, 40, Cromartie
Montreal 39, Rose, Philadelptua, 38
Parker. Pittsburgh, 38
TRIPLES Templeton, St Loins,
12; Sours
Montreal.
Dawson.
McBride
II;
Philadelphia,
Ptuladelptua. 11. Moreno, Pittsburgh,
11
HOME RUNS Kuigrnan. Chicago. 45
Sclerudt. Philadelphia, 42, Wudield, San
Diego, 31. Stargell. Pittsburgh,
lope's, Lot Angeles. 38,
Moreno, PM
STOLE:,' BASES
sburgh, 66, North, San Francisco, 51
Lopes, Los
44.
York,
New
Taveras,
Angeles. 11, Scott,St. Lotus, 36.
14 Decisions ,
PITCHING
Schatzeder. Montreal, 10-4, 714, 3 09
714, 2.91; Hone
10-4,
Pittsburgh,
Bibby,
Pittsburgh. 104, 714, 2 68, LaCoss. ('In
cumin'. 146, 700, 332, Seaver, Orion
nati, 14-6, 700, 343, Blyleven. Pitt
sburgh. 11-5, 688, 345. Martinez
St Lows, 13-7, 650. 3.50, J Niekro,
Houston, 18-10, 643, 3 07,
Richard, Houston
STRIKEOUTS
263, P Niekro. Atlanta, 116: Carlton
Philadelphia, 182. Blyleven, Pittsburgh
155, Perry,San Diego, 140

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Our Already Low
Discount Prices
On All In Stock
35 mm Cameras

zp

•
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Elder Paul Dunn
To Speak At
Clarksville

THE ACES'

1RA G CORN, JR

"An invitation to a wed- reach
ding involves more trouble
After cashing dummy's
than a summons to a police ace of clubs, declarer
court."— William Feather. should forget about finessing hearts and should lead
a low heart from dummy.
The same thoughts
might apply to inviting East wins, cashes thr high
finesses. If one doesn't
NORTH
wts-A
learn to choose his finesses
•A K 8
wisely, he is sure to lose a
•K 10 4 2
batch of makable games.
• Q8
The play to the first four
•A 7 5 2
tricks is relatively easy. WEST
EAST
Dummy puts up dummy's •5 2
•Q 4 3
diamond queen, East cov- •753
w AQ
ers and declarer wins the • J 1094
•K 75 32
ace. A trump is led to 4 9 8 6 3
•J 10 4
dummy's ace and the king
SOUTH
• J 10 9 7 6
and queen of clubs are
•J 9 8 6
cashed

This weekend at Clarksville,
Tenn., a quarterly conference
will be held for the Hopkmsville Stake of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints ( Mormon 1.
The featured guest speaker
from Salt Lake City will be
Elder Paul H. Dunn, a career
church educator and author,
and member of the first
quorum of the Seventy for the
world
wide
church
organization head quartered
in Salt Lake City. Utah.

•

Elder Dunn has an AB
degree in religion and
received his MS degree in
educational administration at
the University of Southern
California. He is the author of
13 books including the recent
publication entitled The
Osmond& He was named
father of the year in 1972 for
Utah, played professional
baseball for four years with
the St. Louis Cardinals and in
1975 he was named one of the
top seven former athletes in
the United States by the
National Association of
College Coaches.
A large number of church
members, including the
Murray area and eight other
cities will attend the weekend
church conference which will
include a closed circuit
message from Salt Lake City
to the women of the church by
president Spencer W. Kimball
beginning at 8 p.m. Saturday
at the Paris, Tenn. chapel for
the women from Murray.
President Howard Sore-(17,o
of the Murray Branch say • die
public is invited to atteLd
Sunday at 10 a.m.

Next the trump jack is
led for effect and, when
West follows low, declarer
declines the finesse, winning with dummy's king.
The club ace is cashed and
declarer's diamond loser
goes away, but the hand is
far from over.

• A6
•K Q

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: North. The bidding:
North East
1 NT Pass
4+
Pass

South West
3*
Pass
Pass Pass

Declarer did well to
Opening lead: Jack of
refuse the finesse in
trumps. Had he taken the diamonds.
finesse, the defense would
have scored a diamond trump and punches with a
trick to go along with a diamond, however, detrump and two hearts. But clarer retains control.
He ruffs with his next to
what about the finesse in
hearts? Shouldn't declarer last trump and knocks out
the heart ace and the detry a finesse in that suit?
fense takes only two hearts
If he does, he loses the and the queen of trumps.
game unnecessarily. A
club is ruffed to try the
Bid with Corn
heart finesse which loses to
East's queen. East cashes South holds:
9-15-B
the trump queen to reduce • J 10 9 7 6
declarer toonly one trump • J 9 8 6
and a diamond punch pro- • A6
•K Q
vides the clincher.
Now declarer is unable
to cash any heart tricks
and the game is out of North South
1•

2+

1•
2V

2•

CORRECTION
lows, 45
'romartir
lplua, 34
lows, 17
Bows
cBride
'ttsburgh.
icago, 41
rifield, San
•
2
., Pitt 51,
opts, Les
titans t
714, 30s.
Romo.
Cass, Ones. Cinctnen, PtttMartine:
J Niekro,
tiouston
, Carlton,
Pittsburgh.

Murray State University
Life and Learning Program
BEGINNING BRIDGE

Alma Tracey Instructor

allege is a reining and stimulating hobby. a moral teacher It is more AV

a one-dimmisional card game his a drama • ethics and lilt all fused into
52 cads Learn basic techniques (lithe game
Tuesdays. Oct 1-Nov 10 7 to 9 p SI
8 sessans $20
1101 Ryan Avenue
The ad which ran in Tuesday's paper was incorrect. We
are sorry for any inconvenience.

Sc°ti_t
Ges,t athe.
while
good•
Get a $250 Rebate
on all Travelers

Get a $200 Rebate
on 100" Wheelbase Traveltops

Get a $250 Rebate
on all Terras

,
___ •

Grand Jury Looking Into
State Government
Recesses After Two Days
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A special grand jury inveskigating
alleged
wrongdoing in state government circles has recessed
after spending two days
looking into insurance contracts let by the state since
1972.
Two insurance agents
previously subpoenaed by the
jury appeared again Thursday
before the special panel.
The first witness, believed
to be Robert W. Tabeling, vice
president of Wombwell
Insurance
Agency
in
Lexington, said he was not
issued another subpoena but
was returning voluntarily to
bring the jury some additional
documents.
Tabeling first appeared
before the jury Aug. 9, but
declined to comment on his
testimony at the time.
The other repeat witness
was identified as Donnie
Munford, a Campbellsville
insurance agent.
Both the Wombwell agency
and Munford's agency hold
state insurance contracts.
State Insurance Commissioner Hai old McGuffey,
testifying before the jury last

month, said the jury asked
him "quite a bit" about the
Wombwell agency.
Three other witnesses
Thursday declined to identify
themselves or to say whether
they were insurance agents.
One was•accompanied by an
attorney from Cadiz, in Trigg
County.
Grand jury proceedings
take place behind closed
doors.
Witnesses have indicated
that the grand jury is trying to
determine if there was any
impropriety in the way state
insurance contracts were
awarded between 1972 and
June 30,1979.
A subpoena issued by the
jury indicates the panel is also
looking
into
licensing
procedures for insurance
agents and solicitors in
Kentucky.
The insUrahce probe is part
of a larger investigation of
state government activity.
Since the jury was empaneled
June 14, it has apparently
looked into a $159,000 state
personal service contract and
into various business activities involving former state
Democratic Chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt...

Your Individual e7
E ,
Horoscope
FOR
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for"-your birth
Sign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)er
Half-hearted efforts at
either work or play won't
satisfy. Attend to duty and
then enjoy leisure time. Save
time for both.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201
New thoughts about family
entertainment may not go
exactly as planned. Listen to
suggestion of a friend re home
improvements.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A family member may not
follow through on an idea.
Watch nerves in the p.m., but
a talk with a close one will
ease the tension.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) ISO
You may have second
thoughts re a purchase. New
moneymaking ideas work, but
watch out for sudden expenses
or changes re dating plans.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Romance or activities with
children
are
uplifting.
Possible domestic upset in the

bki?

attr-

42iRck

MONDAY,

p.m. Avoid too much selfpreoccupation.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
It may be hard to get across
to others what you know to be
inwardly true. Still, refrain
from arguing. Care needed re
travel.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221;(»--If inwardly upset with a
friend, find the right moment
to talk about it. Don't let
money be a source of
dissension with others.

DP

nri/

xe(

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A talk about intimacy goes
well, but it may be too soon to
see the results. Friends may
be contrary in the p.m. to your
surprfSe.

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 1-6

411P

orer
r im o=u

THE SAVING PLACE
3 Days Only

To show appreciation for the
approximately 130 foster
homes in the Jackson Purchase, the area's eight county
Judge-Executives have signed
a joint proclamation making
Sept. 16-22 "Foster Parents
Week."
During that week, the states
Bureau for Social Services
district offices will attempt to
show the vital roll of foster
parents in their communities,
according to Roberta Hart,
Community
Relations
Specialist, Purchase District.

PROTECTION
THAT RIDES
WITH YOU.

PANTI-ALL
HOSE

kithraor
cleaner

Rug and Room

Deodorizer

oven
cleaneR

Our
Reg.
SI 0 7
Our Reg 55

Fashion Pants
Pull -on
polyester
pants in neW-Colors

Nylon hose 'n panty in one Cotton
crotch.

Bob Hammy
Insarance Agency
di

International Scout,...
Anything less is just a car.

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
Hwy. U.S. 641-4 Miles South
Murray, Ky. 753-1372

197 N. 444i
793-4937

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY
'tsubsoary 04
Tr'emrr th

Freshens carpets as
you vacuum 20-oz •

Personal Portable

Reg
1 36Ek.6

SAVE 27%

Dow Foam Bath Cleaner
17-oz •
aerosol
clearer dis, ntects
deodorzes

B W solid state
set has quality
picture low power
use Save now

Dow Spray Oven Cleaner
16-oz • Cleans ovens
fast Safety cao

')ur Reg S.-

48 Fluorescent Tube
For use in rapid -star'
,tarter ''stores

SAVE 7.88

Photographs

TV Pedestal Table
rnh, Holds up to 19
color portables
Wood-look polystyrene Casters

Liquid "Handle With Care
16-oz' wash product
lOr all fine washables

Our Reg r)9 88

SAVE 4.88 ff
For the best combinatio
f price, protection and
rvice, see how we
ompare.

Carpet Deodorizer

SAVE $11

Heavy duty steel
cha r folds for
easy storage

Warm-up Suits
Our Reg 1788
'Nylon with stripes
Aduit sizes

Our Reg 2 07 Ea

Delicious redskins,
vacuurn-packed
3 2-1b.5 tin.

Metal Folding Chair

Big Photo Album
3-ring
20magnetic sheet
albums with color
'covers

SPANISH
PEANUTS
$3
Reg. $4,2-7

Cr 5. +et ,..<1"*.
Cir.,01.4 ail

SAVE!

Our Reg 5 48

You'll be getting the best four-wheetNali-purpose
family vehicle you can buy at a rock:bottom price

YOU BORN TODAY have
more executive ability than
the typical member of your
sign. A natural moneymaker,
you do well in investments,
banking, law, accounting, and
corporation work. Attracted to
the arts, you can commercialize your abilities and
will succeed as an actor,
writer, and in the field of
letters. You have the ability to
manage others' affairs and
are attracted to large ventures. Archaeology, geology,
history, and civic leadership
are some of the other areas in
which you'll find happiness.
Birthdate of: Dolores Costello,
film star; William Carlos
Williams, poet; and Anne
Bancroft, film star.

SUN., MON.,
TUES,. SALE

Foster Parents Week
Is Proclaimed For
Purchase Area

While the week is set aside
primarily to recognize parents
already involved in the
program, the agency continually tries to recruit more
parents. Homes are needed
especially for adolescents,
sibling groups, and children
with emotional problems.

PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Close ones want to help out,
but the best results come
through your own efforts.
Watch nerves and sudden
excitement in the p.m.

HURRY... MORE SAVINGS FOR
"DOLLAR DAYS"

Send bridge questions to The
Aces, P.O. Box 12363, Dallas,
Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

The week's main event will
be the Bureau's fourth annual
appreciation dinner for foster
parents, Sept. 22, at first
Christian Church in Mayfield.
About 140 are expected to
attend. Parents who have
attended training sessions will
receive certificates at the
dinner.

AQUARIUS
) Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A partner or close ally may
not be ready to follow your
lead. Avoid any excessive
independent action. Business
talks go on and on.

•

SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nev-.A1)
Trust hunches re career. A
talk with a friend goes well,
but his or her ideas re business
may be unsound. Avoid abrupt
changes in the p.m.
SAGITTARIUS
(NOV. 22 to Dec. 21)
Your optimism re a career
project is justified, but there
are still details to be worked
out. Possible unexpected news
from a distance.

And you can bet your IH Dealer is dealin He s
getting set for 1980 So hell dicker He'll haggle
Hell even listen to reason

Central Truck Sales Region

SEPTEMBER 17,1979

ANSWER: Two no
trump. Worth one more try
for game. Opener should
have a six card club suit
and the fitting club honors
should prove invaluable/.
---

Make your best deal.

Rebate program good on Scouts delivered
September 1 — September 30 1979 Available only
at participating Scout dealers within the East

15\v

Frances Drake

(Ready To Assemble

SAVE

•c
,

Sale
Save On
Motor Oil

Auto Body Aids
Sandable aerosol
primer or protec
live undercoat

Kmort
Super All Weather
Motor Oil
Imo motor ol s comporobie to

leochng brands owes API aid SAE
spectfirobons 1 quart con.

Sale Price

700 U.S. Highway 641

02512z •'

112 14-02.'
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Feathers
MEMO OUTDOORS
Doves Drop, Rain Falls
On Todd County Cornfield
That first big blast of
hunting is now over, and
doubtless many gunners out
opening day won't pop another
cap at doves until opening
season next year. But the best
hunting of this month is yet to
come. Farmers are late
cutting their silage fields, but
as they do and the doves
concentrate, hunting should
get better.
So don't quit too soon. Lay in
there and keep your eyes and
shoots
for
open
ears
throughout western Kentucky.
There's much action left, and
the makers of shotgun shells
will love you.

are
things
Several
associated with a good dove
hunt: thirst, hot sun, dust, a
sore shoulder. And oh yes,
throw in the birds and several
boxes of shells. These items
are traditional on opening
armies of
day, when
out into corn
fan
ners
shotgun
and wheat fields to blaze away
of
Dr. Gary Marquardt, left, and Robert Lowe Jr., both
at grey targets. The doves
Sun,
pounds
20
over
ng
weighi
bass
11
pick up speed and altitude as
Murray, brought in
ky Lake
the day wears on.
day September 9. The two were fishing on Kentuc
That's how it almost was
and caught their fish on topwater and plastic worms.
Sept. 1 on the H.T. Dye farm in
western Todd County. Mr. Dye
had cut one of the few silage
fields in what's normally one
of the best dove counties in the
state. The field was long and
undulating, and thirty yard
of corn had been
strips
at
race
the
commodated after
out from the sides
GOLDEN POND. KY
d
choppe
Camp,
Murray Camp Energy Group
and the
through the middle of the
TVA
and
n
norther
the
in
also located
Marathoners will sponsor the
rows. Scattered grain was
portion of the project. where
n
Betwee
estimation
Land
annual
third
are abundant. At first
facilities
shower
makings of a
the
had
field
the
The Lakes Road Race.
available. A post-race meal
slam-bang shoot that would
Saturday, October 27, in Land
and awards ceremonies will
),
11131,
Lakes
us home in a couple of
Between The
race site. have
public be at 1 p.m. at the
hours.
170,000-acre
the
ed
in Last year, the event attract
area
The "us" included Philip
demonstration
states.
8
from
pants
partici
140
Sumner, who operates a feed
western Kentucky and TenNumerous hotels and four mill in nearby Guthrie, Don
nessee.
parks located at each Buck of Clarksville, Tenn.,
state
flat
The course is basically
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Terry Ehrlich, Chester, S.C., holds up another 20
pound Striped Bass. He caught this fish on Mepps new
Striper Killer spinner which is still hanging in the
lunker's jaw. This is a typical Striper found in southern
and western impoundments. Mepps Striper Killers are
available with regular or saltwater hooks.

Rain-drenched but happy. Philip Sumner leaves a Todd
ountyf cprnfield after the rain wouldn't stop. The field
was the stene of-a Sept 1 dove hunt.
gave much notice • to a
ours. It would be important to blackening in the eastern sky.
try to drop our birds in the cut- A huge thunderstorm was
over area rather than in th, ,buildirig, and soon lightening
corn.
-flashes and booming followWe rousted several bunche ups could be seen and heard.
of doves walking in, but
Hard as we tried to ignore it,
didn't shoot. We knew the 'd the storm was headed our
be back. There was no reason way.
to rush things.
I was three birds from a
So we chugged from the limit when it hit. A strong rush
water jug, swatted at gnats wind raked across the field,
and scanned the sky. loolurh; and dust swirled as the corn
for that first victim of the year tops lashed and whipped back
to dart by.
and forth. Hunters started
Don got the first crack, but leaving the field on foot and in
he didn't score. A pair of doves trucks. I gathered my camera
whipped past him at 40 yards, gear and piled my doves in my
and two shots succeeded only vesL .1 started walking out
in moving them faster.
when I looked over my
Then it was my turn. "Over shoulder and saw a high bird
your head" was my brother's fighting the strong headwind.
call, and I turned to see a I dropped my camera bag and
esingle- bird flapping at an shot. Two to go.
angle towardthe cut. I swung
The driver of a pickup gave
my 20 gauge, felt smug as I my brother and me a lift. Don
pulled ahead of the target, and and Philip were already
squeezed off. The dove flew on waiting at the road, and the
untouched, and I shot again
downpour hit just as we piled
with the same results. "Way into Don's Blazer.
to go, deadeye!" someone
Hunters are eternal opcalled while I was reloading. timists, and we decided to
I I think it was Don.Seems like
wait the storm out. It'll pass
somebody yelled that down to quickly, we assured ourselves,
him after his first miss.
and we can get back into the
Action was slow the first
field. The birds will fly just as
hour, but it picked up the
good after the storm as before.
second. More and More doves
The only trouble was, there
flew out of the trees around
no "after the storm.- The
was
the field to feed in the (..orn.
lightning passed, but the rain
Gunners Ore lined up and
kept up. Once a brief letup
down the cut areas IN rov, lured us back out, and the
and when the flights of
doves did fly.. but we got
came by, you could fni:
drenched in the. process of
their progress by the p,•i - trying to fill our limits. I
of guns.
managed to shoot out and then
In all the excitement noikily
headed back to the truck.
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their camp site at Piney Campground
to
left right, Ned Wilson, Lloyd Jacks,
shown seated at the picnic table and in chairs are,
are holding their monthly campout
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local
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s
Beth Wilson. and Fay Jacks. Member
tent for the annual Campers Fair
ity
hospital
at Piney this weekend and are assisting in the
e of Jimmy and Sharon Graham,
campsit
the
at
supper
a
held
there this weekend. The club
public is being held on Saturday
general
the
wagonmasters, on Friday night. Open house for
the campground, and TVA ofsee
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have
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other
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ficials give this opportunity each year for
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RESTAURANT
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

900 Sycamore
153-5142
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At this time, I don't know Debbie
what effect the 'heavy rains Noblesville, Ind. and they put
will have on the...Jake con- together quite a string.
Steve is a good fisherman in
ditions and the feeding
own right but he had to
his
on
bass
the
of
schedule
come from behind most of the
Kentucky Lake.
I am sure the cool tem- day as Debbie jumped ahead
then
perature will improve some of on her third cast and
She
the dispositions of the local again on her seventh cast.
to
21.2
bass
ky
Kentuc
a
caught
anglers that have been taking
a 234
very small fish or striking out 3 pounds backed up with
to 3 pound smallmouth bass in
all together!
Bass were feeding very about 6 minutes.
Later on in the day she
briefly just after daylight and
antly caught large
consist
before dark last week.
Steve.
Many anglers were working striped bass as did
in a
person
first
the
is
Debbie
topwater lures and plastic
five difworms to put some nice bass long time to catch
or
in the boat. I fished last ferent species while casting
Wednesday with Steve and trolling.
They are a super fine couple
and I look forward to fishing
with them again. They were
very proud to weigh in 25
pounds of bass and sauger.
Most anglers are taking fish
on the rocky shorelines that
are shaded. Treetops or
stumps do help hold fish but a
lot of these fish are running
the banks feeding on the
popcorn shad,then moving out
to deeper water.
Sauger fishing has been
slow but Tthink a lot of it is due
to the tremendous current we
have had. The lake level is
almost at winter pool now so
watch where you are going!
The stripes are trying to
school but only small scattered "jumps" are active.
,of these
I have noticed map)
big stripes are ve6' black in
color almost, as if they were

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

7534111

fishing line

(502t474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hybrids. They are longer more
streamlined but not as much
as the rockfish, and the fins
spines do not match. Maybe
we can get one to Bill
McLemore, the fisheries
biologist in this area.
Milton Raft has been catching some nice crappie and
sauger in Blood River on
minnows along the dropoffs.
Milton has some good ideas
on taking fish and if it works
he is supposed to let me know.
We talked for awhile about
them and I believe he is one
step away from filling his
freezer with nice fillets.
Many of you fall fishermen
that are also bird watchers
will be glad to know that the
shorewaders, teal and osprey
are beginning to come
through.
Take along your camera
and-or binoculars for some
beautiful sights these birds
provide as they migrate
southward for the coming
winter.
Happy Fishing!
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Goods
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753-6448
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641 Super Shell

Scout 4x4

Murray, Ky.

Anything Less Is Just A Car
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Radial Tires And
Four Wheel Drives
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Shane Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Adams,
Murray, was proud of these doves his dad and brother
shot Sunday,September 2.
Photo by Mary Barrow
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George Rehmus, Murray, took Big Bass honors with
this five pound three ounce bass Saturday, September
8 while fishing a club tournament out of the Kentucky
Dam Marina.
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What about radial tires for one was hurt,though a lengthy
four wheel drives? Do they pit stop was required for the
really have anything extra to occupants to make needed
offer? Will they hold up in the adjustments.
boondocks?
Managing to get back home,
With the rapid proliferation albeit with a somewhat less
of radial tires on automobiles than supersafe feeling we
it was inevitable that they went to see the man. There
would soon work their way was a tire shortage. He did not
into the offroad ranks. The have the tires in stock. He
radial tire is a relatively new couldn't understand what had
development of this often happened. Those things just
hectic modern age. And being didn't happen.They did offer
quite frank about it, our early to adjust the tires. As soon as
experiences with radials have they could get some more in.
not been all good. In the first Two weeks later we purchased
place they are rather ex- another brand of tires, this
pensive; and especially so if time not radials, and threw
they do not deliver the highly the steelbelted supersafe
touted mileage often ad- moneyback critters in the
vertised.
junk pile!
With the zooming prices of
Needless to say, we have not
gasoline and Federal man- been back to that particular
dated standards for gas tire store.
mileage now written into law,
As you can see our early
Detroit has had to jump for the experience with radials left a
radials to gain that extra few sour taste. In the past year we
percentage points of economy. have driven several four
You'll see more and more of wheel drives equipped with
them each year.
the big radial tires. We have
Our first set of radials was observed them in the snow.
bought right here in Murray at We have watched them on wet
one of the major brand tire pavement. We have studied
stores. One hundred bucks a their ability in the mud. And
corner in nineteen seventy- we have noted their durability
five dollars. They would give banging around the rocks and
forty thousand miles of wear stumps of Turkey Creek and
or your money back the man other places of the boondocks
said. We put them on the that can really punish tires.
family car. Steelbelted.
We are convinced. Enough
Supersafe. Best you can buy. so we bought a set for the Red
He said.
Mule Ifour wheel drive Jeep
Nineteen thousand miles pickup). After the first full
later, eleven miles this side of months use, here are some of
Etown on the WK parkway, at our impressions.,
the non radar confirmed
To begin with, we thought
velocity of seventy-three we had traded trucks the ride
miles per hour, one of those was so much better. Gone was
hundred dollar outstanding the bonejarring harshness of
investments let go! On a scale the 8000 GVW suspension that
of one to eight we went thru a could turn a spinal column
grade nine commotion, the into a strand of jello. Gone too
likes of which would raise was the early morning washgoosepimples on a Hollywood board series of jolts that
stunt artist! Fortunately no required epoxy to hold false
teeth in place. The ride is
smooth and it is stable. There
is no swerve on corners. There
is little of the high speed
thump usually found with the
large mudgrip tires. And the
noise level is well inside the
sensible range. A definite
plus.
The gas mileage has Unproved. About one full mile
per gallon. Keep in mind

however that this truck is
running full time four wheel
drive. And that the power and
gears are adequate to turn the
big tires easily. If you buy the
same size radials as the tires
you are now running, we think
the economy will be slightly
improved.
There is more of a tendency
for the truck to hydroplane on
puddles of water going down
the pavement at speed. This is
likely due to the increased
flotation of the tires. That
same flotation can be a plus in
the soft stuff off the road.
The tires do not dig as fast

By John Wilson
As expected, Kentucky's
1979 dove season got off to a
somewhat slow start. During
the first three days of the
season, conservation officers
in 99 counties checked 5,761
hunters who had taken 18,905
doves.
This comes out to 3.1 birds
per hunter, as compared to
last year's figure of 4.28 doves
per hunter.
In addition to heavy opening
day rains in some parts of the
state, the lack of cut silage
fields contributed to the lower

.ht,n-rm take
100 voars ft) hOal.

a

harvest figures.
But most sections of the
state reported an ample
number of doves, so as fields
are cut the birds should start
concentrating more and
provide better shooting. So
don't put away the shotgun if
the opening weekend was a
disappointment.
For those of us who came
home with two or three empty
shell boxes, a sore shoulder
and just a few doves to show
for our efforts, there is the
consolation of knowing that we
have contributed our share
toward financing wildlife
conservation.
There's an 11 percent
federal excise tax on all
hunting equipment and
supplies. This money eventually finds its way back to the
states for use in wildlife
restoration projects. Dove
hunters, because they usually
burn up large amounts of
ammunition, are among the

largest contributors to this
fund.
If we assume that it took an
average of five shells to bag
each of the 18,905 doves that
the conservation officers
counted over the first three
days of the season, then fat 15
cents a shell) the excise tax on
the
ammunition
alone
amounts to more than $1,500.
On a nationwide basis, it has
been estimated that there are
around 45 million doves
harvested each year. Using
the same figures, this
amounts to $33.75 million in
shotgun shells — and some
$3.7 million in federal aid
money for wildlife.
Since doves are prolific,
numerous and easy to

manage, much of the money
generated by dove hunters can
be used for projects to help
other species of wildlife, often
including those which are not
hunted at all.
Dan Russell, a former
biologist with the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources and author
of "The Dove Shooter's
Handbook," estimates it
would take capital investments of at least $1 billion
dollars fat 5 percent interest)
to generate the annual amount
spent on dove shooting, including the value of nearly 2.5
million pounds of meat the
doves harvested each year
provide.
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Kentucky Lake

DON McClURE

Brad Brelsford, Murray, brought in three squirrels
August 28, while he was hunting with a 20 guage
shotgun.

Kentucky Jtfield

aPanorama
py Holiday
Travel,Inc
Shores on
The Kentucky Lake Bass Club held its club tournament out of Kentucky Dam Marina
Saturday, September 8. The winners were left to right, George Rehmus,first place with
eight pounds, Mark Menendez, second place with five pounds five ounces
yce
Baker, third place with five pounds four ounces.

as some of the others we've
tried in the mud. And they will
spin easier than some. You
have to spin them to clean
them and make them bite. But
they do go! And well.
We have seen a set with just
over fifty thousand miles on
them and they still were
serviceable. For a four wheel
drive that spends eighty to
ninety percent of tis time on
pavement, as most of them do,
we believe the radial tire
deserves another look. And we
weren't easily convinced!
Have a nice week and
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.

The fenny Ridge Bowhunters Society held its fourth annual Hard Times shoot Saturday, September 8. The winners were left to right Sights class, Mark Rounds, Benton,first place, Johnny Gibson, Benton, second place,(not pictured) Danny Paschall, Hazel,
third place, Paul Myhill, Murray, fourth place; Barebow class, Don Hayes, Murray, first
place. The hard times shoot is set up under hunting conditions with animal targets.
Photo By Mary Barrow

GRAYSON AllcaURI

Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 moles Turn roght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 molts post 8onner s Grocery Take
blacktop onto Ponoramcfond follow block top to your rrght

Telephone,502-436-5483
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-UNCLE TOM'S GUN WORKS
Custom Stock Work,
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Refinishing,

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Bluing,

an I

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Scope & Sight Installation

Hooks Wheel Alignment

4

41/2 Miks lest ef filerray
Ow Hwy. 280(Pottertown Rd.)
426-2505

1:0011:00 Sm. Mow Mors.
7:00-1:00 hi. & Set.

•••••11

Storey's

Food Glad
Open 7 Days A Week
8a.m.-11:00p.m.
II Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753 8322

WATSON'S
Fish Market
759-1208

MRIEVER OUTBOARDS

0

_ 410)____, Sportsmen:

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
2031. Main

9
0

759-1872

9

So.12th. St.
We. SOP(''ofire In Kentucky joke Cotfosh

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.O. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
7534;77',
ar

Venture

L

Beets

[KING oc VALUES I

Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
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Tragic Mixup Ends Pilot's Career 2-.
EvER0RY SRLI DRY NE WISSIRMS1
otice

CONCORD, N.H. i AP) Lt. Col. Russell Tilton is a man
of the air who finds himself
earthbound and about to lose
his job because a simple
tragic nuxup destroyed his
necessarily. perfect vision.
Tilton's eyesight was impaired last year when
mislabeled drops were placed
in his eyes during a routine
flight physical.
He can see well enough to
read, with glasses, but will
lose his job as commander of
all New Hampshire Army
National Guard pilots as a
result of the accident, his
lawyer says.
Attorney Richard Couser
lias filed a $50,000 damage suit
in Tilton's behalf against the
state and another claim for
benefits with the federal
government.
He says Tilton will never fly
again.

Another $50,000 claun was
Tilton said "it felt like
Tilton's eyes were Imfiled by. Tilton's wife, Florette, someone had shoved hot mediately and severely
charging
mental
and pokers into my eyes" as a damaged, the claim said, but
emotional injury, weight gain senior flight surgeon at Pease several doctors who examined
and other problems.
Air Force Base in Newington Tilton at the time said they
The skills of the 47-year-old administered drops that expected his vision to "impilot are well known among should have dilated his pupils prove with time."
aviators who have shared the for a glaucoma examination.
With glasses, he can see well
risks of guiding small planes
Instead, the medication
and helicopters on rescue turned out to be a caustic enough for routine activities
missions through the forested solution of hydrogen peroxide like driving or watching
wilderness and jagged peaks and alcohol used to preserve television. Bid even with
corrective lenses his vision is
of New Hampshire's White stool samples.
20-40, not good enough to pass
Mountains.
investigati
A federal
on has
In 24 years, Tilton logged failed to determine how the a flight physical needed to
maintain a pilot's license,
more than 10,000 hours and substance
became
military or_civilian, the claim
survived three crashes. Then mislabeled.
suddenly, on Sept. 9, 1978, it
was all over. He hasn't flown
since.
"I thought my flying days
would end when a mountain
tip or a pine tree crashed
through my cockpit, not
because of a mixup in
eyedrops," he said, irony
crewing into his voice.
most recent requestwould
By SY RAMSEY
have to be spent for wage
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- increases.
The rehearing has been set
South Central Bell Telephone
has been given another op- for 9 a.m. Oct. 18 here.
portunity to push for a rate
South Central, which serves
increase but only for higher 790,000 customers in 73
ACROSS
4 Egyptian lizwages it is paying its workers counties, appeared at a
Answer LO Friday's Puzzle
1 Sum
ard
under a new contract.
hearing Wednesday to show
6 Appended
5 Ogles
The state Thursday granted cause why its service
f313
11 Procession
6 Permitted
RIO
12 Laded
the utility firm a rehearing on deficiencies had not been
7 Perform
14 Near
8 Mans nickits claim that higher wages improved.
15 Perfect
name
paid under a new collective
The company acknowledged
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Kind of
bargaining contract were not that it
18 Possessive
has about 16,000
cheese
considered
in the last rate customers on four
pronoun
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or eightrequest decision.
11 Aches
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party service and 5,4 ap13 Amounts
The Utility Regulatory
22 Crowd
owed
23 MemoranCommission turned down
16 Fruit drinks
dum
most of a $44.6 million request
19
Butt
25 Stitched
more than a month ago on the
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Pass
on
27 Football
grounds it was unjust and
24 Abscond
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unfair.
26 Monster
28 Persons
29 European
It allowed the utility firm
30 Chooses
31 Evergreen
32 Cuts
only $8 million more, not in
tree
39
Deduce
51 Doze
34 Titled lady
basic rates but for other
40 Rent
33 Cut
53 Girls name
35 Occurs
ATLANTA ( AP) - Top
charges.
35 - Selassie 43 Cicatrices
56 Scale note
38 Warble
The company filed a petition executives in the Southeast
46 Top of head 58 Negative
36 Nearly
41 Morindin
37 Mix
48 Let it stand
for rehearing on the entire are the lowest paid in the
prefix
dye
case, and in an order Thur- country, according to a recent
42 Redacts
112 3 ilill
a Ahem i o
44 Church part
sday the URC rejected it study by the accounting firm
11
12 III
45 Demon
except for one point dealing of Arthur Young & Co.
ill
47 Sagas
with new wage scales.
The average total com17
49 Brown kiwi il
ill
11
pensation
It
said
the
previous
for top executives in
order
50 Grant use o
gave no consideration to the the Southeast is $96,800, lowest
11111111
52 Talk idly
ilRUUill
11124
25
higher pay costs of South among the seven regions
27
54 Place of the
•
Central Bell, noting that a new ranked in the survey.
seal. Abbr
19
30
31
55 Landed
collective
bargaining
The
highest
average
32
34
property
agreement became effective executive compensation in the
Ill
57 Reawaken
35 36
at almost the same time as the country is $119,300 in the
37
39
59 Warm
allUU
la
order
was issued.
Northeast followed by the
60 Gape
The URC said the rehearing West at $109,400; ',Mideast
al
ill
IV
IV
DOWN
has been granted only to $108,700; Rocky Mountain,
1 Drum on
il
NI
II
WI
H
il
obtain testimony connected $101,400; Southwest $99,600-:
51
2 Contuncticwith the wage agreement.
52
Midwest
3 Siamese na
$98,000;
and
live
South Central claimed that Southeast with $96,800.
another $8.6 millionmore than
For the purposes of the
it obtained originally in its survey, the Southeast was

said.
-It's sad, but in effect, he's
been fired because he couldn't
qualify to continue flying,"
said Col. Leon Parker, a
Guard commander. "It's not
an optional thing. He can't
perform his duties as a pilot
and there's no other comparable job we can put him in.
-He said if he couldn't be a
pilot he didn't want anything
else."
Tilton will turn over his
command of the state's 12
helicopters and two small
planes on Sept. 30,

NUTRITIONAL
EVALUATION
BY COMPUTER
100
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PUTER EVALUATION Of
NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES IS
AVAILABLE NOW Richal0 Bran
ngmayei Ph 0 in Nutrition has
lust installed the latest in corn
Duters to, this work
mimeo( is a

DI
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and
teaches nutrition to Nutritionaiii
Oriented Physicians in all mayor
areas across the United States
Di Broeringmeyer is the author
of The Problem Solver Nutritionally Speaking ' Nutritionthe Tree of

consultant

Life
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EVALUATION PHONE 753 2962
tot an appointment

Bell Gets Another Chance To
Push For Kentucky Rate Hike

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

2.Notice
ce15.Articles For SaW

reason:
e must
The finest for copy and
4restorteion

plications for service which
cannot immediately be filled.
In addition, it said another
7,000 customers are waiting
for upgrading of service,
usually from a four-party to a
one-party line.
The company said in effect
that to remedy the service
deficiencies, it must be
allowed to charge higher rates
to customers.
It predicted a $10 million
shortfall this year in what it
said it should have in new
rates and perhaps $40 million
in 1980

CARTER
STUDIO
753-8299

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here Is a reedy
reiairenc• that will quickly
help you locat• th•
classification you ore looking for.
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Mornory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
ii. Instructions
/2, Inguronc•
13. For Sal• or Trad•
14. Wont To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
IA. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18, Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
defined as the District of
Columbia, Alabama, Florida, 21. Monuments
n. Musical
Georgia,
Maryland, 23. Exterminating
Mississippi, North and South
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
26. TV-Redlo
and West Virginia.
27. Mobil. Horne Sales
Although the Southeast
281. Mob. Home Rants
ranked last in total salary
29. li•ating•CoolIng
30. Business Rental
compensation, it ranked fifth
31. Wont To Rent
in the percentage of increase
32. Apts. For Rent
in executive compensation
33. Rooma for MIMI
from 1977 to 1978, with a 13.2
34. Houses For Rent
percent increase during that
15. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
time. The rate of increase fell
37. Livestock -Supplies
below the national average for
19, Pets-Supplies
percentage
increase, 39. Poultry-540)04s
however, which was 13.6
10. Produc•
4,. Public Sale
percent.
12. Horns loans
According to Edwin S.
13. Real Estate
Murk, a director of Arthur
14. Lots For Sale
Young and manager of Arthur
45. Farms For Sale
Young Executive Resource
14. Homes For Sale
17. Motorcycles
Consultants, the relatively low
41. Auto. Services
compensation for executives
19. Used Cars
in the Southeast has not
50. Used Trucks
discouraged
managerial
51. Campers
52. Seats and Motors
talent from moving to the
53. Services Offered
region. And that's one of the
54. For Trod*
reasons the pay remains
55. Feed And Seed
relatively slow, despite a high
56. Frets Column
57, Wanted
demand for executives.
"Executive demand in the
Free Store 759-4600
Sun Belt region is high," he
said. But he added that the
Southeast is "an easy region
to attract people to" and "you
don't have to pay a premium"
for executives.
Murk said that executive
pay raises in 1978 had been
slightly lower than in recent
years because "corporate
managements are concentrating more on long-term
compensation programs -either stock or cashbased - Bible study each evening or any
time by phone Free Store for
rather than high salaries.
the needy, all donations appreciated. Bible Facts. 7594600.

Southeast Executives
Lowest Paid Study Says
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BASEBALL SUPERSTARS
ARE REALLY RAKING
IT IN! DI D YOU SEE
THAT BANK COMMERCIAL
REGGIE JACKSON
JUST t71 f7?

NO,
WHICH
BANK
WAS
ITT

3
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.
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DAGWOOD,: DREAMED
I GAVE YOU A
450 A WEEK RAISE

4

"THE REGGIE JACKSON
BANK AND TRUST
COMPANY"

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API The U.S. Department of
Urban
and
Housing
Development has approved a
$2.3 million loan for construction of a $6 million
residential complex for the
elderly.
I DIDN'T
NO,5055
ThiANK HEAVENS
•
John Hicks, executive
REALLY GIVE YOLJ DIDN'T
I'LL_ BE ABLE TO
of the project spondirector
YOu THAT
GIVE ME
BACK TO SLEEP'
Benevolent
Christian
by
sored
Ar9,
4
1
RAISE,
THE
A
Outreach of Lexington, said
DID I
RAISE
the non-profit group hopes to
•
%lb
build a 92-unit apartment
complex; 120-bed nursing
home and a number of single
family homes or townhouses.
The proposed 30-acre
complex would be built in
what is now a rural area
several miles east of
‘411Arl-azt?o•Qvistosic:.
Lexington.
9- 5,
Hicks said plans call for
5c, BEGAN THE FR/EAN-)5,,,,,.
construction to begin on the
million apartment
>tI2U ENDED
$2.6
DION"T
'THE REBELLION
complex next summer, and
TELL
WITHOUT BLOOD- TOL,
for it to be completed within
5HE0 ADU'RE
AMAZI Ne!
'
CS 12-14 months.
Construction of a $2.3
million nursing home could
also begin next summer.
Hicks said.
The complex would be open
to persons over 62. Membership in the Christian
Church would not be required,
he said.
COA/7
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BROA OCA5T FROM THE DEEP W0005...
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tiH.. GENERAL RABASU
SPEAKING. I „ER..ORDER
THE LEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT
OF DR. LUAGA RESTORED.

Loan Okayed
For Complex
For Elderly
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before publication.
Excluding
classified ads for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an ad
cancelled
before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to appear in that day's edition.

something
for
everyone
in the

want ads

Congratulations
To

Lochie & Ray
Ross
on your
53rd Wedding
Anniversary
On Sept. 16
BOB'S DRIVE-IN
810 Chestnut
FAMOUS FIESTA BURGERS
Cell ot orders
to go
753 7944

It's A
Fad
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starks Hardware
12th Sr Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

BIBLE CALL
"Christ-Yes!
°earth
No!" 759-4444 or
Children's Story, 759444$.

5. Lost and Fourfd
Lost small white female cat
orange and black spots, bob
tail Goes by the name Cotton
753-3474 or 753-0001
Lost in vicinity of Sandlick Rd
and County line black and
white mixed dog female
answers to Snoopy Family pet
489-2764

6. Help Wanted
HELP WANTED
Appliance delivery arid
installation man wanted. This is a permanent
job. Call 753-1586.
Babysitter in my home
weekdays Own transportation
and references required Call
753-9520
Babysitter needed 2 to 3 days
a week References required
Call 753-8756
Homeworkers. Earn $50 per
100 securing
stuffing
envelopes Free details Rely
Titan, Box 94688 ZNA,
Schaumberg IL 60194

Good Pay
Good Benefits
Experienced
cleanup men and
drivers
truck
needed. Apply in
person only, between 7 a.m. and 4
p.m.

Kay Mart
Auto Market
511 S. 4th
Street
Murray, Kentucky

Antique reclining doctor
chair Call 753-9537 after 5
pm
Baby stroller, $5, Bobby-Mac
car seat $10 Peterson car
seat, $5 153-1612
Good 30-gal cabinet model hot
water heater $75 Replaced
with gas Call after 4 30 pm,
753-6803
Liquor cabinet early American,
solid hardrock maple center
fold out top 40w x 20d x 33 h, •
excellent condition $150 firm
Call 436.2665
CRAM
Aw•ricea N•sidicrefts 1Aerribee veins rota dealer.
write C. Iledsoo, 2617W. 7tb,
It. Werlit, TX. 76107, et al
817-335-1141
Riding saddle
automatic
washing machine, adding
machine, 30 gallon hot water
heater, coke machine and
refrigerator 753-5618
Vanity dresser, solid walnut,
card table. Samsonite chairs,
screen wire; G.E. carpet
sweeper, blankets and other articles 1663 Ryan Avenue.
Clothes for sole! Ei
tremely nice, brand
names!
Wednesday
through Friday, 12:00 to
5:00.

753-9997
We have slabs for sale Contact
David I. Evans Timber, formerly
Decker and Evans. on
Reynoldsburg Road. Pans, TN,
642-0617

lt.ifome Furnishings
Couch, chair, and love seat. In
excellent condition. $135 4374331 or 437-4364.
Hutch maple finish lust like
new 16x42x72 $250 7539351
Matching sofa and chair, $50
753-0605.
Old dining room suite. 6 chairs,
table, hutch: and buffet. Call
753-0900 after 5 pm
Pecan china to and buffet
with table and 6 chairs in excellent condition Used less
than 2 years Also 3 window
shutters, white. and 2 wrought
iron posts. white. 153-2746
Seven foot velvet couch excellent condition $65 Call
753-8598
Sealy sofa gold $50 Call 7535057
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
642-8250 We buy, sell and
trade

17:Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY
YACINIAI
CLEANERS
For factory authoczed ;vol,

soles, and so-vice
642-7619

call (901)

Locared

W Washington Si
Swore Parrs. In

at 102
Court

18U-wing Machines
For sale used Singer sewing
machine. Zigzag and all attachments Sews perfect: Fully
guarenteed
Cash price,
$39,95 Call Martha Hopper,
354-6521

19. Farm Equipment
Key punch operator High
school graduate or equivalent
and one year of key punch and
data entry experience preferred. Applicants will be requited
to demonstrate skills Apply at
the Personnel Services, Murray
State University.
Needed babysitter, my home
only Call 753-7528
9:SihTaTifilVfl
Would like to baby sit in your
home, day or night. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-6652.

itWant To Buy
Private individual wants to buy
rental income property. Condition not important Call 7539208 after 6 pm.
Wanted to buy standing
timber, top prices paid 4892334
Want to buy 1970 or 1975
Honda motorcycle 753-2571

For sale 017 Allis Chambler
tractor, new Ideal corn picker.
Tractor has 3 point hitch Corn
picker and tractor in good condition. Phone 492-8263 after 6
pm
For sale. One hammer mill and
power unit, Also one F-20 Farmall tractor Call 489-2316.
International 12 shute wheat
drill fertilizer, grass attachment good shape 492-8483
Just received truck load of
truck tool boxes standard and
deluxe models Also stainless
steel tailgait protectors
$15.15 Vinson Tractor Co
753-4892
John Deere 444 corn header, 4
row, very good condition 4892462
268 NPVI Holland hay baler,
$1000 New Holland rake
$500 436-5536
New Ideal 2 row corn picker.
753-5186

NOW HIRING
STARTING PAY $7.00 per hour
and bonuses
Local distributor of nationally known electrical
products needs neat appearing men and women at
once.
Must be over 20 years of age.
Our people average $200 to $300 weekly.
No experience required
Absolutely no door to door sales.
Must hove good car.
We have openings for managers and
trainees, sales
and service and delivery reps.
If you are unhappy with your present
eMployment
and income and would like to advance we would
like to
tolk to you
CALL 502-795-1345
Ask for Mr. Osman
10 cm.to 5 p.m.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ONLY

P AGE ii THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES,Saturday,September 15, I979
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19. Farm Equipment
ac

ed
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ter
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tic
ing
ter
nd
ut,
irs;
pet
ar-

John Deere model 4440 tractor completely equipped, including monitor. John Deere
21 disc. John Deere model
1,000 planter with monitor,
13' John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator,
John Deere 15' harrow, John
Deere 6x16 plow, John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
year old and in brand new condition. Phone 489-2141.
Tractor tires repaired New and
used tractor tires Get our price
before you buy Vinson Tractor
Co 753-4892
Two AC combines, 72 and 66
Also 1911 model 'y ton
Chevrolet truck with dual
wheels and grain bed 7535511

20. Sports Equipment
12 gauge Browning shotgun.
model 2000. gas operated, 26
inch ventilated rib, improved
cylinder barrel Like new Call
492-8604
For sale 3 wheel bicycle with
basket, adult size, only ridden
twice $150. Phone 753-5362.

22. Musical
For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
guitar. pearl inlaid neck, $400
Call 753-7490.
tact
erly
on
TN

MUSIC LESSONS

t.S
t in
431-

Clayton's-4 & B Mush

like
753$50

Piano-Organ
Voice-Guitar
753-7576

For sale flute, trumpet, and N
size violin Call 753-8132 after
5 pm or all day Saturday.
Selmer Signet trombone for
sale. 753-9813

23. Exterminating
ot-

ails,

all

Call

I MURDER
uffet
exless
dow
rught
exCall
753iture
6 hop
and
FS

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
19

Acme Juicer, almost brand
new, citrus attachment, will
juice any vegetable or fruit.
Makes great apple cider 8175.
436-5684 after 5 pm
Cleanup shop. 30x60, and contacts at reduced price! 10
miles east of Murray on
Highway 94. Call 474-2335
after 6 pm.
/
2
fo settle estate: Man's 11
karat diamond solitaire. white
gold mounting, iewelers
estimate $3.000. If interested
write P0. Box 32 K.

nes

nt
ambler
picker.
h Corn
id conafter 6
ill and
20 Far16.
wheat
attach,483
i.d of
rd and
ainless
ectors,
CO.,
ader, 4
489
baler.
rake,

1

picker.

43, Real Estate

FOR RESULTS 410
49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1974 Cutlass Salon, excellent
condition, white on white, dark
red interior 82475. Phone
753-8635 or after 5 pm 1537146.

Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient service Custom Carpet Care 4892174

ro ,r10 • r

36. For Rent Or Lease
Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent
Ideal for storing house full of

antiques
cars,
business overflows, etc
Phone 753-7618 after 500
P.m.

furniture,

37. livestock-Supplies
Registered Quarter horse,
stallion. Palomino. top
breeding Benton. K-Y 5278392
Twenty-five bales of hay, approximately 1200 lbs. each, for
sale 436-5454.

53. Services Offered
Mobile Home anchors
Aluminum and fiberglass
underpinning. wnite, beige.
and brown Roofs sealed Also
patio awnings. opeo or screened in, with or without windows.
Also carports, single and double sizes. Jack Glover, 7531873 after 6 pm
Painting done to satisfaction.
Interior or exterior Free
estimates. Experienced. Call
after 5 pm 753-8442.
Paper hanging and interior
painting Call 437-4617
Termites. You spend thousands
of dollars for a home but never
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
fire. Have your home treated
now! 753-3914. Kelley's Termite & Pest Control. 100 South
13th Street, Murray. KY. Over
33 years experience. Home
owned.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
Will lay carpet. Free estimates.
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm.
Will do plumbing, heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the, home
such as: painting, carpentry.
and concrete. 753-2211 or
753-9600.
Will haul anything that4vill fit
M a pickup. Call 753-5857.
Will do house cleaning. 7531996.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545.

Very nice older home in New
Providence Living room kitchen utility. 2 bedrooms and
bath on main level 2 bedrooms
on upper floor Nice wooded lot
Carpet
cleaning
free
and priced at only $18,150. 1972 Datsun 510 wagon, good estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanShroat-Waldrop Real Estate condition. 81250. 753-8124.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
759-1707
1969 Ford truck, good motor 753-5821
needs some repair. Can be seen
Can't get those small lobs
at 1616 Miller Avenue
Purdom & Thurman
around the house or mobile
Insurance & Real Estate 1971 Monte Carlo Extra sharp home done? Carpentry, pain753-6562
ting, plumbing, aluminum
Murray, Kentucky
1971 Plymouth Fury II, beige, siding. patios, small concrete
air. FM 8 track, power steering lobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
753-4451
and brakes. Call 759-4024.
Do You need stumps removed
1974 Pinto Sportswagon, low from your yard or land cleared
44. Lots For Sale
mileage on complete new of stumps? We can remove
Lot in Croppie Hollow Shores, engine, radial tires, in ex- stumps up to 24' below the
cellent condition. Call 241- ground, leaving only sawdust
Unit II Call(901)656-2941
and chips. Call for free
3173.
46. Homes For Sale
estimate. Steve Shaw 1531973 Plymouth Duster, 61,000
House for sale by owner 3 actual miles, $650 767-6104 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343
bedroom, family room, formal or 767-4052
Experienced person will do
dining room, fireplace, natural
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
gas, double lot. Only 15 1973 Thunderbird, has all the weekly house cleaning, $15 by
minutes from campus. 753- extras plus a new set of tires. the job.. References. Call 753Starting up or slowing down? 3461 or 1-443-9628.
8409.
$1350 Phone 1-354-6217
In either case. your needs are
1971 VW Squareback, ex- For your coal needs, call 797.limited and so are your means! 5 bedroom, 2 bath brick home
cellent
condition. $1200, or 8318 or write Edward lpock,
This extra neat 2 bedroom with living room, fireplace and
take over payments. Call 759- Rt.1, Dawson Springs, KY
home may be lust perfect for den. 30x50 concrete block
42408.
4607 after 5 pm.
you...Nice garden spot on this body shop. Located on 3 acres
2 acre lot.. Call today for more Priced to sell. Call 435-4382 or 1976 Volkswagon Scirroco. Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-6865.
intomation. 753-1492...Offered 753-8213.
COUNTRY LIVING
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Two bedroom home for sale by 1969 VW bug, excellent condi estimates for your needs.
Three acres and a
Three bedroom. 11
/
2 baths, liv- owner. Located in Marshall tion. excellent gas mileage. For your chain link fencing
beautiful
tri-level
needs, contact Montgomery
ing room. kitchen and den. city County on Calloway courtline. Call after 5 pm. 753-7259.
home situated on a-hill
Call 437-4386.
Ward.
Free estimates. 753sewer
single
garage
and
water
A
1974 Vega Hatchback. Red,
is what you can have
1966.
drive
concrete
in
with
•
Western Cedar 4 bedroom, 11
/
2 black interior. automatic. AMfor only 856,900. This 4
Westwood Subdivision. For bath home with half basement. FM radio, good tires plus 2 Firewood for sale. Call 153bedroom, 2 bath home
more information call Purdom Conveniently located on large snow tires. $800. 753-5355.
6774 Monday, Wednesday, and
is uniquely designed
& Thurman, 753-4451.
lot in city. Priced to sell.-Phone
Friday between 8 and 5, after 7
and decorated for the
50. Used Trucks
call 435-4439.
large family wanting
Three bedroom cedar cabin. 753-0707 or -753-6781 for ap1977 Chevrolet pickup. $2350.
room and privacy.
Panorama Shores, with pointment.
Guttering by Sears, Sears conCall 753-8162.
Part of the house is leFranklin fireplace. Call Purdom 47. Motorcycles
tinous gutters installed per
finished and ready for
& Thurman 753-4451.
1962 Chevy pickup, 6 cylinder, your specifications. Call Sears
1978 Honda 150. tour cylinder,
your own ideas All
standard shift. 1971 15 ft. 753-2310 for free estimates.
like
new.
437-4130
after
6
pm.
this located just
Aster boat runabout, 100 hp
minutes from the lake.
49. Used Cars
Johnson motor, 1973 model Have your driveways white rocked before bad weather. Free
Call today for an ap753-7411
1977 Buick Park Avenue, 4- motor. Can be seen at Taber's estimates. Clifford Garrison,
pointment.
Kopperud
AROUND THE CLOCK
56. Free Column
door, loaded, all equipment, Body Shop.
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Realty, 753-1222.
sun roof. 1977 Caprice 1974 El Camino Classic,
Free kittens. Call 436-5502.
Chevrolet, 4-door, loaded, all $2200; 1975 VW Scirocco, Insulation blown in by Sears,
Country home with room for exBOYD-MAJORS
save
,
on
these
high
heating
and Free to anyone living on a farm.
equipment. 1977 Cougar XR1, 82900. See at 1704 Greenbrier
pansion can be bought with Like small investment propercooling bills. Call Sears, 753- Solid black AKC registered GerREAL ESTATE
2-door, all equipment includ- after 4:30; 753-4981.
one acre or five acres. 4 ty? How about this one: doc2310, for free estimates.
man Shepherd female. 753753-8080
ed. and moon roof. 1976 1979
bedrooms with carpet, built- tor's office at 903 Sycamore.
Ford Courier mini-truck.
8231.
Has
7
rooms
Monarch
Ken's
Chia,
all
Lawnmower
loaded,
and
chainplus
utility and
Professional Sen e,
ins. and every convenience.
Half ton hauling capacity. New
equipment. 1977 1-Bird, loadWith The Frienril% ToLu
Family room with fireplace. bath. Under lease, good return
tires. 15,000 miles, 28 mpg. saw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast Free kittens. Call 753-9366
ed, all equipment. 1978 T-Bird
service. 753-7400.
RURAL
dining room, double garage. on money. Nice size. lot, paved
753-2316.
Half German Shepherd and
Town Landau, all equipment. $4700.
Spann Realty Associates, 753- parking. Price $65,000 Spann
ATMOSPHERE
Licensed
electrician. Service half standard Poodle, black,
Ford
wheel
pickup,
1967
long
1977 Malibu Classic wagon, 9
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Near Hazel,2 bedroom
7724.
calls our speciality. Call female, 3 month old puppy.
passenger. Call 498-8739. Poor base. 492-8352.
home,
Nice
country
large
Earnest White, 753-0605.
home
on
approxkitchen,
Wormed and all shots. Free to
For sale cleanup and body
Boy
Used
Cars,
Stateline
Rd..
1 1967 Ford pickup, 6 cylinder
separate dining. 2
/
2 acre wooded lot.
good home. 753-8231.
shop Stadium View Drive. Call imately 11
Licinsed
Electrician
inand
gas
mile west of Hazel on John straight shift, 20,000 miles on
Acre lot, here's a real
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451 Home has 2 or 3 bedrooms,,livLatimer farm.
rebuilt engine, small bed with stallation, will do plumbing, Puppies, 2 months old, part
ing room, den with fireplace.
bargain at only
heating and air conditioning. Beagle, will make small dogs
tool
bins. 753-8124.
good well house and more,
1976
Cutlass
Salon,
light
;12,900. Don't wait to
Call 753-7203.
Free to good home. 435-4226.
Located on Old Shilo Rd. off 94
yellow and tan, all extras. 1974 Jeep Cherokee S. sharp.
call.
E. Asking $25,000.. ShroatPhone 753-6725 after 6 pm.
Call 753-1463 after 7 pm.
Waldrop Real Estate. 759FREE KITTENS, to
CARTER STUDIO
COUNTRY
1976 Cutlass Supreme, low 1978 Luv pickup, 14,000
1701.
home. Three
good
miles, $3350. 1969 Buick miles, extra nice. 437-4546 or
ESTATE
WEDDINGS &
black, one tiger stripe.
Residential building lots
New colonial home on
LeSabre, $375, in good condi- 437-4171.
PORTRAITS
Call 753-5322 after 5
12 acres. So many luxtion. Calf 153-1887.
Westwood Subdivision city
ENJOY
1975 Van, Plymouth Voyager,
p.m.
water and sewer Priced from
uries, so much
753-8298
1977 Chrysler Cordoba, under power steering and brakes. Call
GOOD LIFE
$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom
spaciousness,
11
40,000 miles, regular gas, good 753-3792.
Need a retirement
& Thurman 753-4451
rooms, 3 baths, fall
gas mileage. Call 492-8834 or
2
this
home? Buy
51. Campers
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
finished basement, 2
753-7208.
bedroom brick home
109 Walnut Street
fireplaces. Owner will
purFree
auto
with
awning
Think you can't afford
1971 Chevelle, excellent condilocated on Irvan
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
consider trade for city
chase of new 1979 Starcraft or
tion. $750. Call 767-6253.
to buy? Upstairs
Avenue. Quiet neighMonday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
property
trailer.
Roadranger
or
travel
will
borhood,has large outapartment can be
Price of
1977 Datsun F-10 with AM-FM White's Camper Sales, Highway
finance.
storage.
side
rented to help make
radio, tack, air conditioning, 5- 94 E, Murray, KY. 753-0605.
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
utility
Reasonable
payments, downstairs
For lloopitoli Wong ads paw.call /I3-1499 am day
speed.. 38 mpg. Call 489-2570
allamco. Notary Peak %raw.
camper
long
Overhead
for
bills. Priced at $33,000.
has 2 bedrooms living
after 5 pm.
Kopperud
wheel base truck, in good conPhone
room with fireplace,
Realty,753-1222.
dition. $600. Call 492-8515.
dining room and
kitchen, fenced back
1973 Winnebago, 20 ft., sleeps
178 acres with cropland. some
yard is ideal for
8, power plant, roof and motor
timber, lake, and creek. Good
Three bedroom brick with chain link
air, hitch, excellent condition:
children and pets.
road access. Priced less than
Call 153-4746 after 4 pm.
Asking 840,000, 1316
fence, 12i30 patio, concrete drive, pan$500 per acre. Financing
Poplar.
try, utility, city school district. Low
52. Boats and Motors
available. John C. Neubauer,
JOHN
SMITH
utility bills. Good subdivision for
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore. Mur1972 model 14' Boston Whaler
ray, 753-0101 or 753-7531.
bass boat with 40 hp Johnson
retiring couple or young family.
motor, trolling motor and new
$32,000. Call 753-1702 after 5 p.m.
Large home - Small price. Here
depth finder. $1250. 437-4203is a nice home near MSU with
after 5 pm.
5 bedrooms and 2 baths. 2
large bedrooms could be
1979 Fisher Marine aluminum
rented for income. Living room,
Planning to give your bathroom a
bass boat, 25 hp Johnson
753-7411
Grocery store in good location that did
dining room, large utility room
motor, fully equipped. Also
ND THE CLOCK
face-lift?
$68,000 last year. Doing better than that
and more for only 847,000.
ideal for duck hunting. $2900.
You may have the enthusiasm...but Call 753-2316.
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate, Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
this year. Includes large building with
759-1707.
den with fireplace, fenced in
room to expand. Over $10,000 of stock
we have the know how. Trust us to do
yard, city school district. Call
plus fixtures. Also 1974 12x65 House
any job to your liking.
FOR SALE
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Trailer
and nice lot. Trailer is extra nice
Good IS' aluminum runabout,
The football crowd will love to
and
all
electric. Reason for selling is
outboard,
Mercury
85
k.p
ad
Come In And See Us Today.
pop corn and relax in this
Been wanting a small
other business. Owner must sell!
coon complete mid trailer.
warmly paneled rec -room with
farm? We have it!
Business and place to live all in the $20's.
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
fireplace! This home also has
Just listed an 18 acre
living room with fireplace, din3 lift jackets. Call 753-1916,
Will sell together or separate. Phone 345farm with 2 bedroom.
ing area, well-organized uask lot Karen, beaded 7 4A.
2125 or 435-4555.
furnished, frame
shaped kitchen.. extra garage
IL 3 OA. 11,600.'
house ready for ocarea for cars, boat, and lawn
cupancy. Land is
equipment. Much too nice to
highly productive and
1976 Fisher Marine water
describe. Come by our office at
rover,
level. Call us for more
25 hp motor, trolling
1200 Sycamore or call 753"Quality That Will Pleasemotor and trailer, excellent
information concerni1492 for more details on this
612 S. 9th
753-5719
condition. Must sell' 159ng this farm.
exceptional home...Offered by
1943.
Lorella lobs Realtors.
1974 16 ft. Glasstron with a 65
hp Ernrude motor. Must sell
Call 527-1925.
I includes parts and labor

Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 492- 38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boston Terriers. 753-7438
8834
Dobermans, AKC registered. 6
For Sole
weeks old. shots and wormed.
red and rust, black and rust
Call 247-3188.
Sylvania
Keeshond. AKC registered, ex26" TV
ceptionally beautifully puppies.
Color Console
Wormed and shots, pedigreed,
reasonably priced. They come
with remote control, 6
month old $800.00
from good family home. 7533520.
-AlsoLabrador Retriever. AKC,
Stereo Console
females. 6 months old.
AM/FM with 8 track
outstanding pedigree, $100
$300.00
Paradise Kennels. 753-4106
Call 753-6531 ask for
41. Public Sale
Sarah
Carport sale. Saturday 8 am til
/5 inch color Zenith t.v., 100 ?. Lots of furniture and other
oer cent solid state, top line miscellaneous items. Two miles
t.v., 1917 model, used less north of Murray, off 641 North
than one year. Selling to settle an Squire Holland Road.
estate. Call 753-5924 or 153- Huge garage sale. Color tv.,
1681.
organ. 1968 Volkswagen, Avon
27. Mobile Home Sales bottles, Mr. Coffee, some antiques, small appliances, toys,
1975 Double wide on 2 acre. boys
and women's leans,
lot, central air, well and large clothes
and lots more. Friday
garage, located in Kirksey. and Saturday. Turn left off 94
Price reduced. Call 489-2248
East on first paved road, one
after 5 pm
mile on left.
1973 Model I2x65 mobile Porch sale every Tuesday
home, 2 bedroom, some fur- Highway
280. go to Cardinal
niture, $4300. Call 753-1389.
Point, 4rn south on gravel
1974 Mobile home, 14x70. 3 road to'VitS lake, cedar house
bedroom, bath and a half, par- on left or call 436-2737
tially furnished, stove and
Three Parry
refrigerator, full carpeted. central heat and air, all electric.
Yard Sale
WILSON
washer and dryer hookup,
Saturday Sept. 15,
INSURANCE
underpinning and electric pole.
& REAL ESTATI
8 a.m. till?
Call 436-2562.
PUN MN WWI
753-3263 ANYTIME
Men's end Women's clothes,
Twelve ft. mobile trailer, slide
392 N. MA St
(when* pin hell mechine,
in type, 1974 model. sleeps
power tools, Ivreityrt. tio
six. Stove, refrigerator, furnice,
ow, of rein, sale will he held
Ready to move in, 1973 mobile
bathroom. Call 753-8119 or
the following wish.
home, Revere, 12 x 65. Three
436-2455 and ask for Paul.
bedrooms, furnished, has 2
baths, washer and dryer, central gas heat and electric air.
Home window cleaning, no job too large Lot
size 108 ft. x 200 ft...landor small, reasonable rates, insured and scaped...Roberts Subdivisioq...Priced for quick sale
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
$12,500. Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

)

1

Mobile home with 8x30 screen- Yard sale Saturday 1320
ed in porch good condition Sycamore
Baby clothes
Call 753-5048
housewares and toys 9 am til
28. Mob. Home Rents 3 Pm.
In Hardin. unfurnished 12x65, Yard sale. Saturday. September
2 bedroom, bath, large covered 15th from 8 tit 5. 1801 College
porch, natural gas, air, built- Farm Road Baby clothes.
ins, city water and sewer. books. stereo, household items,
Adults, no pets. $160 per and plants All priced to go
month plus security deposit. 43. Real Estate
Call 395-7061.
Large trailer lot for rent, all
Ainley Auction
hookups. Conway Estates,
Really Sales
co, IUUII Mom
Highway 280, Call 753-9706
f,.
•
days or 753-9422 evenings.
•
Pi
10x55 Mobile home for rent, 3
miles east of Murray. Also an
acre and a half lot on Sycamore Brand new 2 bedroom, I bath,
Street. 753-1690 days, or 759- built-in appliances, city water
1536 nights.
and sewer, nice size lot. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
30. Business Rental
For rent 4 car shop. 753-8606 Business and Home!!! This can
be your answer to the gas proor 753-9997.
blem...2 or 3 bedrooms, formal
32. Apts. For Rent
living room, formal dining
Completely furnished 2 room. double garage. beautiful
bedroom duplex apartment. landscaping-No need for gas
Days 753-4342, after 5 pm when your home and business
are together. .Zoned B-4 Call
753-4868
Owe bedroom apartment, fur- 753.1492. Offered by Loretta
nished. air, 121 N next to fair Jobs Realtors.
grounds. Call 753-3139. Single
Is inflation beating you
boy. no pets.
down? One way to
34. Houses For Rent
keep up is to own your
For rent 3 bedroom house int own home. Let us show
country. $225 per month plus
you this attractive 3
deposit. Call 241-6119.
BR home, that is
conveniently locifed
Small house in county, one
at 1510 Clayshire.
bedroom 753-4065.
Offered in low $30's.
Three bedroom home with
family room. formal dining
JOHN SMITH
room, fireplace, natural ga
For lease or rent. 753-3461 of
1-443-9625

24. Miscellaneous

26. TV-Radio •
sewing
all att. Fulty
price,
opper,

27. Mobile Home Sales 41. Public Sale

ALfulki 1:1 1b

For Sale

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Or

Trade
For

House or Land

Thornton Tile
And Marble

6 Cylinder Tune-Up

11.95

V8 Tune-Up

16.95

includes parts and labor)

Carburetors Rebuilt
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4,000 square foot insulated metal building
on 1 242 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below
replacement
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for full time Real
Estate Service.

4 Barrel
2 Barrel

'37.50
29.50

Brakes on all 4 wheels, disc or drums, on most
American cars

46.50(Includes shoes, pads,and labor)
Bears Carburetor & Tune-Up
643 North dth Street

753-8119

53. Services Offered
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1362-4895.
Building and repairing barns,
30 years experience. Call days
759-4620 or nights 492-8910.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpentry service. Whatever
qour needs, old or new, quality
'work. Call 753-0565.

ROGER HUDSON TRUCKING
AND ROCK YARD
We have driveway,rock any size, Septic
rock, rip rap sand and ag lime, pea
gravel,any size, brown or white.
Call or see
Roger Hudson
Located 10 Miles on East 94
Phone 753-4545 or 753-6763
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Monsoon-Like Rains Spawned
By Frederic Cut Deadly Swath
along the coast — were known
dead from the hurricane and
its stormy aftermath. Early
estimates put the danunages
in the hundreds of millions,
and those figures were still
being revised as the storm
moved north Friday.
"We have several rivers at
or over flood stage right now,"
Cleveland
meteorologist
Robert Paddock said Friday
night. "There have been
reports of evacuations, but so
far we've not heard of any loss
of life."
Paddock said the National
Weather Service tracked the
storm as it moved north from
Dale
Leys, assistant devastated Mobile, Ala.,
professor of art at Murray sweeping diagonally across
State University, will present Ohio and moving into the
a one-person exhibition of his northeast.
drawings at the Trahern
Nashville,
Tenn.,
Gallery at Austin Peay State authorities reported the
University, Clarksville, Tenn.
heaviest rainfall in 79 years —
The exhibition will run Sept. 6.68 inches, and $1.8 million in
30 - Oct. 19 with an opening agricultural damage. Three
reception on Sunday, Sept. 30. persons were killed in
Leys will present a slide weather-related traffic aclecture on his drawings for the cid hT.
Department of Art at Austin
As e storm surged north, 7
Peay on Oct. 1.
inch s of rain fell on
Leys has also been invited to DoyleStown, Ohio. The Akronparticipate in an Invitational Canton Airport reported a
Exhibition at Salisbury State record 6.3 inches. Columbus,
College, Salisbury, Md., Nov. where several families in low3-Dec. 7.
lying areas had to be
evacuated, received 4.76 inches.
In Erie, Pa., where 6 inches
fell between Thursday and
Friday, a fireman said, "We
were using everything we
Dr. David Roos, pastor of could get our hands on.
the First Christian Church,
will deliver a message entitled
From Contemptible Deed To
Lofty Devotion" during the
10:45 a.m. Sunday worship
services.
The worship leader for the
The Rev. Carroll Owen,
service will be Don McCord director
of
Convention
and the greeters will be Mr. Ministries Division of the
and Mrs. Del Fleming. Elders Tennessee Baptist Conare Dr. Woodfin Hutson and vention, will deliver the
Dr. William F. Smith,Jr.
sermons at both the morning
Deacon serving are Elmer and evening worship services
Collins, captain, Dave at the First Baptist Church
Eldridge, M. C. Ellis, Norman this Sunday.
Rev. Owen served for many
Hal and Leon Smith.
Can e lighter will be years as pastor of the First
Tracey ldredge and church Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.,
before assuming his present
visitor Sarah Van Meter.
position in April of this year.
He has also pastored churches
in Georgia and Illinois.
The Sunday morning service will begin at 10:45 and the
evening service will be held at
7 p.m.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke Jr.,
The Church Choir will offer
When Morning Gilds the
pastor of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak Skies" as special music
at both the 8:45 a.m. and the during the morning service
and the Ladies Choir will sing
10:50 a.m. services.
His sermon topic will be -Lost in His Love" during the
-Let The Children Come" and evening service.
The church's pastor, Dr. Bill
the scripture is Mark 10:13-16.
Karen Jackson will sing Whitaker, is speaking this
Are You A Loser?" at both week at Sunday through
Wednesday revival services at
services. The 10:50 a.m. an- the First
Baptist Church,
them is "Rejoice in the Lord." Williamsburg,
Ky.
-By DON HARRISON
Associated Press Writer
Monsoon-like rains spawned
by the remnants of Hurricane
Frederic turned creeks to
rivers and rivers to raging
torrents as the storm that left
much of the Gulf Coast in
shambles cut a deadly 75-mile
swath through the Ohio Valley
and parts of New England.
At least 11 persons — eight

Dale Leys Will
Present Exhibition
At Austin Peay

David Roos Will
Give Sermons At
Christian Church

Rev. Carroll Owen
To Deliver Sermons
At 1st Baptist Here

First United
Methodist To Hear
Pastor On Sunday

allizor maw mem mem

.

1977 CHEVROLET NOVA

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617
641 South
meow iffift. RAW'041INN Ar4111Diw imam mom

Brown And Nunn Camps
Buy Papers For Stories

Article Co-Authored
By Rosemarie Bogal
Published In Journal

State Deputy Treasurer Says
Committee Misunderstood Him

Dr. Howard Newell
To Discuss MBA At
Engineering Society

Murray Youths
Attend Mid-South
Youth Camp

Jim Pounders To
Speak At Seventh
And Poplar Church

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

REALLY,
IT'S NO
SECRET

entAii;r1t

W °dIELYA
(0ARN ITV 1(

Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore

Guard was not able to find Anderson
after the accident, rhich occurred
about 3:15 a.m.
As Frederic moved across Kentucky,
the heaviest rainfall was along a strip
from Princeton to Bowling Green to
Louisville, and in the Frankfort and
Lexington areas, National Weather
Service forecaster Barry Satchwell
said.

Dr. Lynn Aubrecht
Is Speaker For
Gifted-Talented Meet

from Chrysler!

0
(MOSIER

rise, while smaller streams were
beginning to fall.
Mark W. Anderson, 23, of New
Albany, was an employee of a construction firm working on dam repairs
on Lock No. 1 about three miles
southeast of Carrollton on the Kentucky
River when the towboat and barge were
earned over the lock.
A search party led by the Coast

uleveland was approaching 22
feet, 6 feet over flood stage,
The victims were identified Friday as
Paddock said. But the high
Sylvester Chaney, 70, Rt. 2, Auburn,
water was confined primarily
and Opal Parrish, no age, Russellville.
to the industrial-commercial
The sheriffs office launched an inarea south of the city.
vestigation after reports that a station
In Southwestern Ohio, the
wagon was stranded in the creek in
Greater Miami and Little
southern Logan County.
Miami rivers overflowed,
The woman's body was found in the
stranding motorists, blocking
car and that of Chaney about one-half
many roads and underpasses.
mile away.
Officials in the Coshocton area
Officials said they apparently tried to
said residents were being
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP — The by the Nunn campaign. It bought 10,000
drive along the Insco Road Thursday
evacuated from low areas.
Democratic and Republican guber- copies of a July 25 Times story about
evening and their vehicle was swept
Some 45 trailers were towed to
into the water.
natorial camps have found a new use alleged gambling by Brown. Both orhigher ground.
for favorable newspaper articles about ders were made during the
A New Albany, Ind., man was
Farther east, a covered
newspaper's regular press run.
missing after he was swept overboalid
their candidates.
bridge over the Connecticut
Dr. Lynn Aubrecht, Asst.
when a towboat and barge were carried
Mills said Friday that the latest
River between New HampThe staff for Democratic nominee
Prof. of Psychology, Meredith
over Lock No. 1 on the rain-swollen
"demonstrates that John
John Y. Brown Jr., for example, has Times story
College, Raleigh, N.C., was shire and Vermont collapsed
remarkable career as a
Kentucky
Y.
had
has
a
in
a
River
rainstorm
early
Friday.
Friday
night,
the keynote speaker at the
asked to purchase several thousand
A flash flood watch for extreme
Kentucky Citizens for Gifted- trapping one woman until
copies of a Louisville Times article on businessman."
northern Kentucky was cancelled
Brown helped launch Kentucky Fried
Talented Education meeting rescuers arrived.
the fast-food multimillionaire.
Friday as the remnants of tropical
More than 15,000 New
Friday, Sept. 14, 1979, in
Don Mills, press secretary for Brown, Chicken.
storm Frederic moved into eastern
According to the newspaper article,
Jersey homes were without
Louisville.
said Friday that the newspapers would
power
Ohio and the threat of flood-producing
Friday
when
lightning
Dr. Aubrecht, the president
be circulated among campaign sup- "not only was Kentucky Fried Chicken
rains abated.
of the North Carolina hit electric lines. Wind gusts
porters to disprove charges by the GOP described as the 'darling of Wall Street'
Association for the Gifted- were clocked at 35 mph.
Streams had risen swiftly Thursday
nominee, Louie B. Nunn, that Brown but John Y. turned a troubled lum's
In Buffalo, N.Y.,forecasters
Restaurant (chain) into a $5.5 million
Talented, director of Parents
as rains accompanying the storm
hasn't been successful in business.
profit for him In a period of eight short
for Advancement of Gifted measured a record 9.94 inches
drenched the state. Up to 7 inches of
The Brown camp wanted 5,000 papers years."
Education. and Consultant in of rain during a 14-hour period
rain fell in some areas of western and
but Bill Ellison, assistant to the
England this summer ad- Friday, beating the old record
Mills said the article will be
central Kentucky, though no flooding
executive editor of The Courier- distributed across the state "to our
vising London educators on of 4.28 inches for a 24-hour
severe enough to require large-scale
Journal, said that probably only 1,500 to campaign workers, some of whom
beginning gifted education period set in 1893.
evacuations was reported.
2,000 copies would be available when all supported other candidates in the
programs, spoke on the
• In Albion, about 40 miles
Frederic dumped an average of 3 to 5
unsold copies are returned.
essential criteria for a state northeast of Buffalo,a harried
primary, to show that the Nunn people
inches of rain Thursday in a narrow
wide gifted-talented program. police spokesman said, "The
Ethson said the 5,000 would have been are distorting the truth and are
from
band
southwest
Kentucky
the
into
Rep. Bob Benson, chairman village is - closed."
available had the campaign ordered misleading the public with their
northcentral counties, and totals of
of
Jefferson
County
aim during the regular press run.
campaign statements about John Y.'a
nearly 7 inches were reported in the
Delegation to the General
Nunn's forces 'purchased 10,000 excellent business career."
from
area
Muhlenburg
County
to
just
Assembly, and Joe Ctark,
copies of Wednesday's edition of The
The story said that Brown received
south of Louisville.
coordinator of Gifted and
Louisville Times vihich carried a story $21 million from his KFC interests in a
Talented Education for
The weather service said many
about Nunn's achievements and 1971 stock swap and made $5.5 million
Kentucky, also were speakers
streams in central Kentucky were
problems as governor from 1967-71.
on the purchase and sale of the Lurn's
in the day-long program.
bankful or higher and continuing to
That was the second such purchase restaurant chain.
Murray City School's
An article by Dr. Rosemarie
representatives
at
the B. Bogal, assistant professor
meeting were Dr. Ron Cella, in the Division of Social Work
Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. Sid at Murray State University,
Easley, Mrs. Frank EdwarcLs. and Dr. Steven I. Miller,
and Mrs. Margaret Brown.
associate professor in the
School of Education at Loyola
University of Chicago, has
been published in "Quality
Co. of Lexington, in which
treasurer and state finance unable to find anyone
By HERBERT SPARROW
and Quantity: The Europeanwho
payroll deductions from
secretary.
Associated Press Writer
American
Journal
of
admits authorizing the acFRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) — public school teachers for a
He said no documentation count at the State National
Methodology."
can be found that the account Bank. State money at
Dr. Howard F. Newell of
The
article,
entitled Deputy state Treasurer deferred compensation plan
the
at the State National Bank had Farmers Bank is deposited
Murray State University will "'theoretical Social Mobility Harold Hamilton says a are deposited, was an
authorized
legal
and
account.
committee
ever
been approved.
discuss the "Masters of Models and Congruence with legislative
overnight and over the
Hamilton replied that it was
Business
The ,committee has been weekends to earn interest, but
Administration Comparative Findings: An misunderstood his remarks
not listed as an authorized investigating
Program" at the next meeting Analysis
the
ad- money at State National is not.
of
Raymond before them Thursday.
of the American Society of Boudon's Works," examines
ministration of the deferred
Rep. Buddy Adams, Co- account.
The
committee
staff
However, Hamilton said he compensation system, which
Mechanical Engineers on Boudon's model as useful Bowling Green, chairman of
reported the state has lost
thought
Adams
referring
was
Tuesday,Sept. 18, 1979.
allows state employees to more than $42,000 in interest
pedagogical tool in the study the Program Review and
Dr. Newell is the master of of social mobility.
Investigation Committee, had to an account at the State deduct a portion of their since the account was created.
busine s administration
Bogal joined the faculty at asked Hamilton if an account National Bank in Frankfort salary for investment.
Hamilton said his office is
direct( c for the College of Murray State in 1777. She at the Central Bank and Trust that handles deferred comThe payroll deductions from working on a committee
pensation deductions from all employees but teachers are
Business and Public Affairs at earned a B.A. in political
request to provide information
other state employees.
MSU. His talk will be on the science, and M.S.W.
initially' deposited in a special on all bank accounts in which
and a
Committee staff members account at the Farmers Bank
MBA
program,
its' Ph.D. in historical foundations
state money is deposited.
said they thought Adams, who in Frankfort. They are then
requirements for entry, and of education
However, he said an adat Loyola
was unavailable for comment, transferred to the State
graduation, with emphasis on University
ditional request relating to
of Chicago.
Engineering graduates as
made a slip of the tongue and National account before being
savings and loan associations
candidates for MBA.
Four young people from actually meant the Frankfort sent to insurance agencies in is moot because the state
The meeting will be held at
which the employees' money treasurer has not deposited
Murray were some of the 208 bank.
the Mayfield, Holiday Inn on
Hamilton said the Central is invested.
who attended the Mid-South
any state funds in such inthe Highway 45 Bypass and
The committee had been situtions.
Youth Camp near Henderson, Bank account had been
Purchase Parkway. Dinner
authorized by the state
Tenn., during the week of July
will begin at 7:00 p.m.
15-21. Included were: Stacey
followed by the program at
Curd, Wendy Lovett, Dale
Jim
Pounders,
area
7:45 p.m. Reservations can be
representative
for
the Herald Dycus, Darrell Dycus.
made by contacting any SME
Owned and operated by
Plant Representative, Gary of Truth, Murfreesboro,
Subscribers who have not receivFreed-Hardem
an College, the
Tenn.,
will
be
the
speaker at
Miller or Gene Larson at 444ed
their home-delivered copy of
77
acre
camp
offers
the
8:40 and 10:40 a.m. ser6311.
Times by
vices on Sunday, Sept. 16, at wholesome recreation and The Murray Ledger
Seventh and Poplar Church of entertainment with op- 530 p m Monday-Friday or by
portunities for spiritual 330 p.m Saturdays are urged to
Christ.
The 6 p.m. speaker will be growth for young people aged call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through FriJohn Dale whose subject will 9-18.
Located on Highway 45, day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
be "Why Do Ye Look One
Upon Another?" with scrip- about three miles north of Saturdays.
Bruce Logue, minister, will ture from Genesis 42:1-2.
A circulation department
Henderson, the facilities inbe the speaker for the
Assisting in the services will clude cabins, a craft building, employee is on duty during these
University Church of Christ at be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry small shelters, and an air time periods to insure delivery of
both the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. Bolls, Lonnie Furr, Ronnie conditioned dining hall. In your newspaper Calls must be
services. His morning sermon Sills, Glen W. Gibbs, Kim
addition, the camp has two placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
topic will be "Lordship and Weatherford, Rod Chatman, swimming pools, tennis p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
Lifestyle," and the evening Euin Dick, Randy Wright, courts, space for hiking and delivery
topic will be "Arise, And Be Kevin
Garner, Vernon
The regular business office hours
group games, and a lake for
Anderson, Raymond Hamlin, boating and fishing. For of The Murray Ledger & Times are
Doing."
The morning scripture Ray Karraker, Don A. further information, contact 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
reading, Colossians 3:1-17, Moseley, Noah Wheatley, Hoyt Kirk, Freed-Hardeman Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur
will be by Larry Wright, and Jerry Fulton, and Steve
College, Henderson, Tenn. days
the song leader is Ernie Simmons.
36340.
Teen nursery helper will be
Bailey.
Bill Boyd, Hamp W. Brooks, Sherri Roberson, and special
J. P. Parker, Ellis Pen- class helper will be Sandra
nington, Larry Dunn, Bob Garland. Joe Garland and
Bazzell, Richard Smith and Glen B. Gibbs will serve on the
Sherrill Gargus will ad- extension department.
Bible study will be held at
minister the Lord's Supper.
9:40 a.m.Sunday.
Open 11 a.m. Daily

A$400CHECK
direct
when you buy or lease at retail any
new compact, mid-size or full-size
car, van or domestic truck during

By The Associated Press
The bodies of a man arid a woman
have been recovered from a Logan
County creek,apparently victims of the
heavy rains that sprang from tropical
storm Frederick.

Rev. Bruce Logue
To Speak For
University Church

Local car approximately 18,000 miles, automatic,
power steering, air conditioner, extra sharp, red
with white top, red interior
$361510

GIVERAL 10711:111S PARTS DIVISSON

pumps, water dischargers,
mops and buckets. We were
pumping like hell all over the
city."
The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber plant in Akron closed
part of its two plants due to
flooding. General Tire said
shifts would not resume until
Sunday night.
The Cuyahoga River that
meanders through downtown

Storm-Spawned Flooding Claims Two

753-0632

Jerrell White To
Give Messages At
Memorial Baptist
-Recipe For Revival" will
be the topic for the sermon by
the Rev. Dr. Jerre!! White at
the Sunday morning and
evening worship services at
Memorial Baptist Church.
The morning service will
begin at 10:50 a.m, and the
evening service will get underway at 7 p.m.
Sally Scott will present a
solo, "Because He Lives,"
along with the Sanctuary
Choir during the- morning
service. Special music during
the evening service will be
presented
by
Wilma
Billington.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:40 a.m. and Church
Training will begin at 6p.m

Open Sun.-Thursday to 12 Midnight
Open Fri-Sat. to 1 a.m.

SPECIAL----1
$ 1 00
OFF
Any 12 Inch Pizzo
* NMI THIS COUPON *
Sun. Through Thurs. for the
Month of September, 1979
In Store Only

1
or

PreS•flt Coupon To Cothior
Good et DeVi
INIIIMPINC=1MMMMM al 0.1111J.

L

ft

.
Winter weather will bring
high heating bills. Bank on it.
Make electricity easier to pay for ,
this winter. Start budgeting today
or increased energy use.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
•

